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SELECTING STOCK.

It is left with each contestant to make
lis own selection of any standard varieies, the Ben Davis excepted. Of course
nuch depends upon the right selection,
f one wishes for a home orchard alone,
>e wants to select those varieties that
tppeal to uim or his family, for we do
lot all have the same taste in this regard; but one should use his best judgnent and select those that would give
ruit for the table from early fall to late
This would require but few
lummer.
rarieties, providing they were well
elected. If a commercial orchard i·
>lanned, and that is what is most desir>d in « h is csmpaign, we would recomnend but one variety, providing it be a
well
itrong ρυ I Ionizer; if not, it would be
ο set every fifth row to some variety
;hat blossomed at the same time and
in pollen. Those who enter
iras rich
his contest should plan to make this
icre the nucleus of an extensive comnercial orchard and start where addiions could be made from year to year
is desired.
The stock should be of the first qualof
ty, preferably two years old, straight,
çood top formation and with plenty of
It is very essential that stock be
-oots.
>elected at the earliest possible moment,
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there is a great scarcity of standard
ipple trees in the market.
This circular will be followed by a
regular orchard bulletin to be issued
rum the department in March, which
«ill be sent out in time for each conteatint to become thoroughly posted before
letting the trees.
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Blanks will be tient to each one who
These are to be
mters the contest.
illed out and sent in as soon as possible.
A full record of these orchards will be
kept at the department and notes added
from year to year covering the point·
that are most essential to first class orchard management. By aid from the
Drchardists we hope in time to secure a
complete fruit census of the state.
The following is a copy of the outline
to be filled in:

irnUh DOORS and WINDOWS of anj
Style at reasonable price·.

^iso Window & Door Frames.
if in waat of my kind of Flnlah for Inalde 01
jtalde werk. «end Is your order·. Pine Lum
-r aad Shinnies Aa band Cheap for Caeb.

ining, Sawing and Job Work.

Name.
P. O. address.
Town.

Matahed 1*1 a· Sheathing for Sale.

H.
*

%

W.

County.

Date.
I.ocattou of orchard (as to slope).
No. of acres planted.
Va rte tie* of treos.
Kor home or commercial use?
Preparation of ((round.
Kind of toll.
ΓΚη of Betting.
DUtance from railroad or electrics.
Ho ν to reach tbe orchard.

CHAWDL.ER,
Maine.

t .uinar,

Sheathing.
v.iruc·

and fir.

J.

For sale

provided
seed.

tee

Upjrrigkl,
IMS, by tU

by

We desire the above information so
that we may visit each orchaid while
engaged in our rounds of inspection and
insect work, so as to keep in touch with
the methods used and the successes attained.

A. KENNEY,

South Paris.

ORCHAKD

America on potato
the disease in
question. Previous to 1907 there had
been apparently no late blight in Maine
for several years. In the summer of
1906 he speut considerable time studying
a
potato diseases in the field and gave
thorough, careful, personal examination
of a very large acreage of the fields
where seed potatoes are grown in Maine.
This diligent search failed to reveal
even a single typical leaf of late blight.
Maine does not import seed, and in 1907
potatoes from this, so far as observation
could tell, perfectly clean crop were
used for seed. The resulting crop of
1907 was attacked by one of the worst
outbreaks of late blight and rot in the
history of potato raising in Maine. In
the eeason of 1908 seed from these badly
infested fields was used and the potato
growing section was free from rot and
diligent search failed to disclose any dieeased leaves. The crop of 1909, planted
from the clean seed of 1908, was again
severely affected with blight and subsein

informed

men

diseases,

particularly

nnnnt

pnl·

If Mr. Stewart'· etateraente were warranted and supported by fact Maine
would gladly have none of ite potatoes
sold or used for seed in 1910. Since
they are not, there ie uo reason why
thune who have in the pant looked to
Maine for ite strong, vigorous seed
should turn to other less favored localiSo far as known, sound tubers
ties.
from fields tchich ha ce shown late blight
and rot are no more dangerous as carriers
of the disease than tubers from fields upon
which the disease apparently was not present. In those parte of the country where
weather conditions are favorable to the
spread and propagation of late blight,
thorough, efficient spraying with Bordeaux mixture is the only known preventative of the disease. Given that,
seed may be taken from any locality
that has vigorous stock. In this connection it may be remarked that this
discussion with regard to late blight in
Maine does not conoern most of the
localities farther south where the majority of Maine seed is shipped. The
climatic conditions there are such that
in many of these localities late blight
seldom if ever appears in such amount
as to cause any damage, regardless of
where the seed was produced.
There is in the hands of the public
printer a circular that explains how to
reduce potato diseases which may be
conveyed by seed tubers, and the consequent losa to a minimum. A copy will
be sent on request to any resident of
Maine and to any one who proposes to
use Maine grown seed
Chas. D. Woods,
Director Maine Experiment Station.
Orono, Dec. 31, 1909.
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Chapter
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UARLIB'S wanlgan, in case 70a
do Dot happen to know what
such a thing may be, was a
β cow about twenty feet long
by ten wide. It waa very solidly constructed of hewn timbers, square at
both ends, was Inconceivably clumsy
aud weighed an unbelievable number
of pounds. When loaded, It carried all
the bed rolls, teats, provisions, cooking
utensils, tools and a chest of tobacco,
It
clothes and other minor supplies.
was managed by Charlie and his two
cookees by means of pike poles and 8
long sweep at either end.
The packlug began before the men
bad finished breakfast Shortly after
daylight the wanlgun, pushed strongly
from shore by the pike poles, was drifting townrd the chute. The heavy scow
threatened to turn side on. and the
sweeps ut either end churned the water
frnutlcnlly in an endeavor to

■tralgliten her out.

As Newuiark looked at the smooth
rlin of the water sucking into the
ι-hute he began.to wonder why he had
The noble ship was pointed
come.
right at last and caught the faster water head ou.
"All right!" Charlie shouted.
Zeke and his mate took In the oars.
The wanlgan shot forward below the

or

tention was attracted.
"Got that dark browu taste, Charlie?"
he inquired, with mock solicitude.
"1 tell you 1 only had two glasses of
beer!" cried Charlie, goaded.
"Then why this Joyless demeanor?"
begged Orde.
Charlie grumbled fiercely Inarticulate. but Johnny Challan interposed
with a chuckle of enjoyment
"
"He got 'bunked.'
"Tell us!" cried Orde delightedly.
"It

down at

was

McNeill's

edge
of the our across the cargo and by
resting his weight on the handle attempted to bring It down to bind the
contents of the wanlgan to their
his asplaces. The cookees came to
sistance.
Together they succeeded In
far
bending the long hickory sweep
enouKb to catch Its handle end under
another forward thwart. The secoud
the
oar was quickly locked alongside
A
soon.
first, and not a moment too
rush of water forced them all to cling
ror rueir uvea.

Two or three rlverraen appeared at
the edge of the chute. A moment later
old man Reed ran up. carrying a rope.
This, after some difficulty, was made
A
fast to the bow of the wanlgan
short rope from the top of the dam
allowed the boat to be lifted free of
the obstruction; a cable astern prevented the current from throwing her
broadside to the rush of waters: another cable from the bow led her In
the way she should go. Teu minutes
later she was pulled ashore out of the

eddy below, very much waterlogged
and manned by a drenched and dis-

gruntled

crew.

'Bout two ton of wuter in them
turkeys." grumbled
bed rolls and
"

place,"

explained Johnny Challan. "They was
a couple of sports there who throwed
out three cards back up on tbe table
and bet you couldn't pick the jack

I

had attempted to prove cheating a cry
of robbery and a lively fight would
have given opportunity for making
But McNeill'·
way with the stakes.
could not afford to be shown up before thirty Interested rivermen as running an open and shut brace game.
"That isn't the way this game Is
played." said the gambler. "Show up
your Jack."
"It's the way I play it." replied
Orde sternly. "These gentlemen heard
the bet"
He reached over and dexterously flipped over the other two
"You see. neither of these is
cards.
the Jack. This must be."
"You win," assented the gambler
after a pause
Orde. his fist still on the third card,

Now. your
to the street.
lumberjack did not customarily arrive
at this stage without lively doings en
conscious

I rouie;
I a force of fighters. They were burly,
I sodden men, but strong in their ex| perience and their discipline. asTo bo
long
| sure, they might not last quite
I as their antagonists could, but the.v

lasted plenty long enough.
tiags iiml brass knuckles helped
I some u"d team work finished the job.
! Orde and his men entered the lower
was explaining tu I hall as though sauntering in without
bow the ganu· I definite aim. The river boss wandered

always

clti I Saud

Johnny Chailan
bis companions exactly

| about with the rest, α wide, good na
waa played.
At this point Newmark broke Into I tured smile on his face.
:
Presently be found himself at the
the discussion.
table of the three card monte men
"Have you a pack of cards?" he usk
The rest of his party gravitated in his
ed in his dry, Incisive tnanuer.

!

he challenged
"You. North
The foreman leaned forward and
rather hesitatingly laid a blunt fore
finger on one.of the cards It was the
"Let me try," Inter
ten of spades.
Tim Nolan. "I bet I can pick
the

Jack,

one

of

you."

"Any of you." he urged.

poeed

direction.
"Do you think you could pick out
the Jack when I throw these out like
asked the dealer.
"Sure! She's that one."
the
gambler,
"Well." exclaimed
"danged if you didn't! I bet you $5

I thisf'
I
I
I

you can't do it again."

Again Orde

I up

broke from th··
exclamation
group. Nolan leaned forward and turn
ed over the three on the board. The}
were the eight of diamonds and two
An

tens of spades.
"That's bow the thing Is worked."
announced Newmark. "Once In awhile
run against a straight game, but

was

to

permitted

pick

the jack.
"You've got the best eye that's been
in this place since 1 got here." exclaimed the dealer. "Here. Dennis."
j said be to bis partner. "You try blm."
Dennis obligingly took the cards and

I

I

you'll

often."
"But you showed us the Jack every
time before you tbrowed them!" puz
tied Johnny SI m tus
"Sleight of hand." explained Newmark. "the simplest kind of palming."
"Whore'd you get on to doing all

I

I
j
I

that, Newmark?" Inquired North. "You
ain't a tin horn yourself?"
Newmark laughed briefly. "Not I,"
"I learned a lot of those
said he.
tricks from a traveling magician In

I

•'Sure.'
to

She's that one."

draw the crowd Into their game

It would be difficult to say. but twice
nore they permitted him to win.
Newmark plucked his sleeve.
"You're $20 ahead," be muttered
*\Jult It."
"What limit do you put on this game
anyway?" asked Orde.
"How muuh do you want to bet?"
"Would you stand for $500?" asked

Orde.
The gambler pretended to deliberate,
his cool, shifty eyes running over the
door Imgroup before blm. A small
ί
mediately behind him swung elowly
college."
Orde bad sat well In the back ajar an Inch or so.
"Got the money?" he asked.
ground, watching Intently all that was
"Have you7" countered Orde.
going on. After the exclamations folthe exposure had subsided, be
The man nodded. "I'll go you. bub."

lowing
spoke.
"Boys,"

said he. "how game are you
to get Charlie's money back—and then

some?"
us." returned big Tim.
"This game's at McNeill's, and Mc
Xelll's Is a tough bole." warned Orde
"Maybe everything will go peaceful,
And you boys that
and maybe not
go with me have got to keep sober.
There Isn't going to be any row unless

"Try

I say so, and I'm not taking any contract to handle a lot of drunken river
hops as well as go against a game."
The thirty men of the rear crew
«Ignlflcd their Intention to stay by the

procession.

"You can't make those sharps disrorge," counseled Newmark. "At the

tlrst look of trouble they will light
»ut.
They have it all tixed. Force
won't do you much good and may get
of you shot."
"I'm not going to use force," denied
Orde. 'Tm Just going to play their
*ome

game.

But I bet I can make It go."

ORDE was tie youngest and
most energetic of a large family
that bad long since scattered to
diverse cities and Industries. He
and Grandpa and Grandma Orde dwelt
now In the big. echoing, old fashioned
house alone save for one maid. Grand-

JACK

now above sixty, was tall,
slender. His hair was quite
white and worn a little Jong. His features were finely chiseled.
Grandpa
Orde had been a mighty breaker of the
wilderness, but his time had passed,
and he bad fallen upon somewhat

pa Orde.

straight,

straitened ways. Grandma Orde, on
the other hund, was a very smull,
spry old lady, wkh a small face, a
small figure, small hands and feet.
She dressed In the then usual cap and
Half her
black silk of old ladles.
time she spent at her housekeeping,
which she loved. Jingling about
cellar to attic storeroom, seeing thai
Amanda, the maid, had everything In

froni

order.
To these peuple Orde came direct
from the greatness of the wllderuess
and the ferocity of Hell's Half Mile
Such contrasts were possible even ten
The untame<!
or fifteen years ago.
country lay at the doors'of the most
modem civilization.

Newmark. reappearing

one

Sunday

afternoon at the end of the two weeks,
He examlii
was apparently bothered.
ed the Orde place for some moments
walked on beyond It. Finding iiotlilnj.·
there, he returned and after some Ιι·*
Itatlon turned In up the tar sidewalk
and pulled at tht· old fashioned wire

bell pull. Grandma Orde herself an
swered the door.
Newmark took off his gray felt hat
"Will you kindly tell me where Mr.

Orde lives?"
"This Is Mr. Orde'e," replied the III
tie old lady.
"Pardon me." persisted Newmark.
I
"I am looking for Mr. Jack Orde.
sorry to have troubled you."
"Mr. Jack Orde lives here." returned
Grandmu Orde. "He Is my eon. Would
you like to see him?"
"If you please," assented Newmark
gravely. Ids thin, shrewd face masking
Itself with Its usual expression of

laid he. "Lay out your money."
Orde counted ont nine tlfty-dollar
bills and five tens.
"All right," said the gambler, taking
up the cards.
"Hold on!"

cried

Orde.

"Where's

yours?"

"Oh, thafa all right," the gambler
reassured him. "I'm with the bouse.
McNeill's credit is good."
"I'm

putting

up my

good

money, and

1 expect to see good money put np in
return," said Orde.
Finally the gamblers yielded and put
up the money.
The audience uow consisted of the
dozen of Orde's friends, nearly twice
as many rlveriuen. eight baugero-ou
of the
probnbly fighters and

Joint,

a dozen professional
and several waitresses. The
four barkeepers still held their positions. The rlvermen were scattered
back of Orde. although Orde's own

"bouncers;" half

gamblers

friends bad gathered at his shoulder,
Τ be mercenaries and gamblers bad di-

quizzical cynicism.

Newmark entered the cool, dusky In-

terior and was shown to the left Into a
dim. long room. He perched on a ma
a
hogany chair and had time to notice
bookcase with a while owl atop, an old
with the yellowing keys, hair-

piano

cloth sofa and chairs, steel engravings
and two oil portrait· when Orde ap-

peared.

Newmark had known Orde only

rlverman.

Like

most

easterners,

as

hp

unable to Imagine a man In rough
clothes as being anything but α rough
The figure he saw before him
man.
was
wee correctly dressed in what
then the proper Sunday costume.
"Oh, It's you. Mr. Newmark!" cried
was

Orde. "I'm glad to see you." He led
the way into the ball and to another
brighter room, In which Grandma
Orde sat, a canary singing above bei
bead.
'•Mother," said Orde. "this li Mr
Newmark. who was with us on the
drive thlrf spring."
"Mr. Newmark and I spoke at thf
door." said she. extending her frail

baud with dignity. "If you were 01
the drive, Mr. Newmark. you musi
have been one of the high privant» li
this dreadful war we all reud about."
Newmark lauded. At Orde's sug
gestion the two passed back into tin
remains of the old orchard.
"Where have you been for the las
couple of weeks?" asked Orde.
"1 caught Johnson's drive and wen
on dowu rivet »vltb him to the lake,
do not like the life at ull. but the drivi

Interested

me.

It

Interested m?

»

Centlped.

He had to walk on crutches
Or be pushed around the street
In a fancy acorn rolling chair
With a nice, soft downy seat.

But this got very tiresome.
Ho got worse all the time.
He went te see a doctor,
Who charged him just a dime.
Tho doctor took some instrument
And whittled out some peg·
And made for Mr. Centlped
A hundred wooden legs.
The

Frightened

Kitten·.

ri>st of It?"
"Thorp is for me." replied Orde sim-

banking and the

ply.
"Yet you're merely river driving on
a

salary

at

thirty."

Orde flushed slowly and shifted his

position.

"I'm not asking all this out of Idle
I've got a scheme in my
bead that 1 tbink may work out big
for us both."
"Well." assented Orde reservedly. "In
that case—I'm foreman on this drive

curiosity.

because my outfit went kerplunk two
years ago. aud I'm making a fresh g<>
at It"
"Failed?" Inquired Newmark.
"Partner skedaddled," replied Orde.
"Now. suppose you tell me what the

tion
"How many do they employ V"
"About 500 men."
"Now, suppose" —Newmark leaned
forward—"suppose a firm should lie
organized to drive all the logs on the

am

|I him

not

|

the

f'il I the in tee you yet any thro: nun to
nyrce to anything on thU river."
thing tin* rest of your friends go in
for-law ηnd wholesale groceries ami

get any three men to agree to anything on this river."
"How many firms drive logs on this
stream?"
•Ten," replied Orde without hesita-

|

Fixing

Poor old Mr. Centlped
Was walking out one day.
An auto passed and knocked him. down
And broke his legs, they say.

"A camera's coming," «aid Jack to Jill.
"They'll want us both to «It awfully still

advantage of It for nothing."
"Get them to pay their share."
Orde grinned. "I'd like to see you

tuiii»! □

llint-iuic

!

quaint grin.

"I see." said Newmark after a pause.
"Then you think there's more future
to that sort of thing tban tbe sort of

In tbe deeper water?"
"It would." said Orde.
"Why Isn't It done, then?"
"Who would-do It?" countered Orde.
"If Daly did It. for Instance, then all
the rest of the drivers would get the

rlverman and the shanty boy generally
graduated penniless and perhaps un-

I

α

I can help It.
"Tim." said Orde. low voiced, "get
the crowd together and we'll pull out.
.T've a thousand dollars on me. and
hey'li sandbag me sure If 1 go alone,
ind let's get out right off."

McNeill's lower story was given over
The second floor
to drinking.
was a theater and the third a dance
Beneath the building were still
hall.
viler depths. From this busement the

Aq old deck was produced.
Newmark cleared a cracker box of
drying socks and drew it to him.
"These three are the cards." he said.
speaking rapidly. "There is the Jack
of hearts. I pass my bands—so. rick

years."

you go Into It?"
"Because there's nothing ahead of
shoveling but dirt," Orde replied, witb

"Why did

to the gambler.
"All to the bar!" yelled Orde.
Orde poured his drink on the floor
and took the glass belonging to tbe
man next him.
"(jet them to give you another.
Tim," said he. "No knockout drops if

entirely

It."

"About six

log driv-

This was McNeill's.
A figure detached itself from the
Orde uttered an exclamashadow.
tion.
"You here, Newmark?" he cried.
"Yes," replied that youug man. "1

"1 cun stand It if you can," returned

I

bave you been

devil you're driving at."
"Look here." said Newmark. abruptly changing the eubject. "you know
that rapids up river flanked by shallows. where tbe logs are always going
aground ?"
"I do."
"Well, why wouldn't It help to put a
string of piers down both sides, with
booms betwoen them to hold tbe logs

across the table.
"Give me the other card." suid he.
For a
Orde picked it up. laughing.
moment he seemed to hesitate, holding the bit of pasteboard tantalizingly
outstretched, as though be was going
Then
to turn also this one face up.
quite deliberately he banded the card

Newmark.

"How much?" asked Siinms.
"About $50." replied the boy.
Orde turued on the disgruntled cook
"And you had fifty In your turke.i
camping with this oui ht of hard
"You ought to los»
■ens!" he cried.

"Thirty."
long
ing?"
"How

began pocketing the stakes with the
The gambler reached
other hand.

slugged."

Hctd up ttie Jack o' hearts
They showed you where the Jack wn.before tbey tbrowed. und it surelj
looked like a" picnic, but It wasn't."
"Three card monte," su id New mark.

much tbnt I've come back to talk to
you about it. I'ui going to ask you a
few questions about yourself."
"Ob. I'm not basbful about my career!" laugbed Orde.
"How old are you?" Inquired Newmark abruptly.

The "pretty waiter girls" gossiped
with each other and yawned behind
their hands.
in the middle of the third block
Orde wheeled sharp to the left down
a dark and dangerous looking alley.
Another turn to the right brought him
Into a very narrow street where stood
a three story wooden structure luto
which led a high arched entrance.

her."
"Oh, yes. you bet!" shrugged New-1
"And that's where the card lost. By this time the men, augmented
In a couple of houre' run the wanl- mark.
far behind sharps get you fellows every time." I by the Idlers, bad drawn close.
gan had overtaken and left
Whether It was that the gamblers
He deftly flipped the cards.
the rear of the drive.
Nolan, who had watched keenly, in I sensed the fact that Orde might be led
•Well." said Charlie at last, "we
better make dlcated one without hesitation. Again I to plunge or whether they were using
We'll bel It proved to be the ten of spades.
camp.
down In the jam
Everybody was ambitious, and the I
I
young man. with Inexhaustible pa
pretty soon."
"Well," said tlence. threw out the card*, the cor
I
Orde to New- ners of his mouth twitching sardoulcAt length I
later, ally at each wrong guess
mark
"Ity this time I d
around the camp- he called a halt.
fire. "how does have had all your money." he pointed
II·· I
"Now I'll pick the Jack."
river driving out.
made his swift passes and distributed I
strike you?"
the cards. Then, quite calmly, without I
"It Is extremecracker I
Interesting." disturbing the three on the
ly
I
he held np the Jack of hearts.
box,
Newreplied

NEWMARK

the other twof
A low oath broke from the gambler,
aud Ills face contorted in a spasm
For a moment the situation was tense
The dealer, with a
and threatening.
sweeping glance, again searched the
In that
faces of those before him.
moment probably be made up his
mind that an open scandal must bp
avoided.
Force and broken bones,
even murder, might be all right enough
If Orde had
under color of right.
turned up for a Jack the card on
which he now held his fist and then

want to see this through."
marveled
clothes Τ
those
"With
Orde. "It's a wonder some of these
thugs haven't held you up long ago.
You're likely to get
It's daugerous.

Charlie

[astern Steamship Company.

"That la the Jack Γ he cried.
"Ob, Is It?" sneered the dealer.
"Well, turn It over and let's see."
"ΝοΠ roared Orde. "You turn over

ways balling the men Jovially by name.
Tonight, however, the street was
comparatively quiet. The saloons were
The bar
of modified illumination.
keepers were listlessly wiping the bars.

au

the side.
The
Newmark had an Inspiration.
the
more Important matters, such as
men's clothes bags, the rolls of bedding and the heavier supplies of provisions. h:id not yet cut loose from
He seized one of the
their moorings.
the
long ours, thrust the blade under
of a thwart astern, laid the shaft

of the cards.

blaze from day to day. From its
open windows would blare the music,
the cries of men and women, the shuffle of feet, the noise of fighting, the
shrieks of wild laughter, curses deep
and frank and unashamed, songs broken and Interrupted. Crews of men.
arms locked, would surge up and down
the narrow sidewalks, their little felt
hats cocked oAe side, their heads back,
their fearless eyes challenging the
devil and all his works—and getting
Girls would
the challenge accepted.
filt across the lit windows like shadows beforè flames or stand in the door-

eight

over

|

Journal.

made six

obstruction
had run her bow
aud had been brought to a standstill
The
square beneath the sluice gate.
water was beginning to flow the entire
arlength of the boat. Various lighter
ticles shot [wist him and disappeared
on

|

I

was

miles above the mill. A good proportion of tbe rlvermen, eager for the
town, tram pod down the road, to return early In the morning more or leu
drunk. One <*· two did not return.
▲moug dit» revelers was the cook,
Charlie, commonly called "tbe doctor,"
and be moped about disconsolately. Id
the evening lie looked so much like a
chicken with the pip that Orde's at-

Whack, bump. bang, and the scow
so suddenly that Its four men
plunged forward In a miscellaneous
heap. The water, backed up behind
the stern, began to overflow into the
Newmark saw that the scow
boat.

Watch-1

grade Holeteina.

Michigan.
The last camp

stop]>ed

Optician,

Portland, M·.

better thao railroad grade and smooth
a turnpike, the quarter of wbicb
would bave occupied the average county board of supervisors for five years.
Tbe drive was to be delivered at the
booms of Morrison and Daly above tbe
clt.v of Redding, a thriving place of
about 30,000 Inhabitants situated on a
long rapids forty miles from Lake

gate.
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Edward White

as

«

Bigelow,

Stewart

II

I think farmers aro making a great
Λ suitable score card will be used by
in selling and shipping away so
the judges which will cover the different mistake
much hay. If kept up at the present
overnment pays Railway Mail poiuts to be considered, such as location,
a short time the land will be so
gnwth, tillage or mulching, rate, in
it will not pay to
.-ks $800 to $1,200, and other varieties, from
insect pesta or fungous impoverished that
Freedom
work it.—D. H. H., Kennebec County,
■u; ioyees up to $2,500 annually. diseases, etc.
Ue
The department stands ready to aid in
^am will hold spring examinations
We clip the above from an exchange.
in this movement.
possible
every
way
Mall
for
Ih
Kallway
the
-"α
country
the selling of hay is more objecdirectbe
Why
should
of
All letters
inquiry
»■
Ο -t"tn House Clerks, Stenographer»,
or more damaging to the farm
tionable
EntomoloState
K.
Ε.
to
ditchings.
ed
u. «ν
■·, Departmental Clerks an·! other
than the sale of other crops does not
Maine.
Th>>u«aide of appoint gist, Augusta,
hi I». ->!tlone.
in the
appear. True, there are localities
*
E. F. U lTl'HINQS,
t* nia.ie.
Any man or woman
the
state where the practice of selling
·.' City or Country can get Instruction
Work.
Orchard
of
In
Charge
formation I·ν writing at once to the
annual orop of hay has been continued
Hamlin
Building,
>
I r'.«trucilon, J36-S,
the
year after year, and in consequence
Rotiie«er, N. T.
Another 700-Pound Cow.
baa dropped down in amount and
yield
Five Jersey cows have been added to the quality fallen away in proportion.
mark.
the 70O-pouud liât during 1909, two of Thia oondition, however, should be
"Like to Join
ihem having produced fat equivalent t«> charged up to errors of management
butter—all record* rather than to the business itself. Any
the wanlgan crew
Liver 1000 pouuls
U"u- itw* river Urn»· permanently?"
made in tests supervised by representa- line of production on the farm can be
tuy mrike j/"»< Τ
tives of agricultural experiment stations
abused.
"N 0,
thanks."
in
21st
the
and
of
and
The last cow to qualify,
selling hay returned Newmurk dryly.
In fact the growing
a
Dawson
is
farm
Owl's
the
from
direct
is
the list,
aa a oash crop
Spermfield
"Well, stay with us as long as you're
193933. She was bred aud is owned by line of farming that has proved eminenta
good time." invited Orde
having
and
Hill
localities
Fann,
may
Spenoer,
in
Moose
A.
K.
many
Sibley,
ly profitable
Persons
heartily.
Maaa. She calved Nov. 6, 1908, and was well be encouraged if properly managed.
** sr.,· a«ilc«al>le strain 1· raising haroc with
"Thank you." Newmark acknowlserved May 27, 1909, carrying a calf for The error is, and Is what has sent thts
• «cil» ner»·.
In time come headache·, ner»
the test year, during line of farm production into disrepute, edged this. "1 believe 1 will."
=· '· *n 1 cirier aliment·
Prevention 1· l>et· over five months of
of
■> ih·· cure. "Let u· do the preventing."
which year she produced 11,585 lb. 11 ia the too often improper practice
"That old mossback Reed was right
beoz. milk, the average fat percentage
leaving the fields in grass for many
Ο PTOIV1 CTRI ex.
on deck with bis rope." remarked Johna
of 029
forth such
ing 5 43, showing total fat yield
yeara In succession to bring
"That was pretty decent
ny Siiume.
FARMENTEK,
lb. 2.3 oz., equivalent to 740 lb. 3 oz volunteer crop as the season may chance
of
ulm."
Maine.
Norway,
butter 85 per cent fat. Computed by to β[ΪΤΘ"He
"Old skuuk!" growled North.
Louis teat, the
aa in
St.
over-run,
Every one knowa it is desirable that
lost us two days with his nonsense."
amount of 83 per cent butter that ould the average farmer should grow a great•Oh. he's a poor old devil." replied
actually be churned out is 743 lb., an er or less amount of crops for sale difor the rect. He must
A. Ohjkve ready money. Orde easily. "That's the way the
average of over 2 lb. per day
old at Grass is no more exhaustive to the ferHe can't help bow
year. She was 4 years, 2 mus.
Lord made him.
15 years expert
of the test. Iu the 700-pound tility of the soil than are other crops,
beginning
made."
he's
maker with
liât there are twelve cows with higher and on soil· adapted to ita growth, unKennard 4Co., Boston, records, and eight with lower. All wit'· der proper management, is a profitable
the higher recorda were older, and all crop. Therefore, there can be no reason
the
why the crop should not be encouraged.
exoept one were over five yeara at
All Work
beginning of their testa. Spermfield It need not necessarily Interfere with or
Owl's Dawson was sired by Spermfield displace other profitable orop producQua ran teed.
Owl, a ball now having thirteen daugh- tion. There is ample room for all hands.
of
ter* in the Regieter of Merit, eleven
With the knowledge of growing crop.·»
A litHe out of the way
them with year'a testa which average we now have, the hay crop sold off from
Imwalk,
to
but it pays
over 519 lb. 85 per cent butter.
the farm ahould not and will not
the land" any more than othei
poverish
«Kns. WATCHES, CLOCKS]
Farmer.
William Craig, late preeident of the crops.—Maine
AND JEWELRY.
decided
has
an
Society,
State Pomologfcal
The farmer who doe· not grow
With Dr. Paruienter, Norway, Maine.
Farm in Auburn
use
to leave Sonnybrook
abundance of email fruit for home
and to return to bia place at Abbotaford, is not doing justice to hit family. One
followed the thirtyProvince of Quebec. Mr. Cralg'a rea- thousand «trawberry plant·, W) raspare,
three days' work of the log
Abbotaford
to
and
for
returning
sons
200 blackberry plant·
and berry plant·,
drive with great interest. Gradfirst on account of his aged mother,
number of currant buahes,
a small
haa been
and grapes
a paying propoaition
berries
ually the men got used to Mm
second,
June
rtrat Claaa Far· (l.OO.
aa « gooseberries,
made to him to run the farm there
will add Immense pleaenre and enjoj- and ceased to treat him as an outsider.
lUtiriimi |1.00.
demonstration orchard for tbe Provinct ment to the farm life at the ooet of lèvThe drive went down as far as RedTurbine Steel Steamer CAMDEN nod of
Agricul erai dollars and a few day work.
men
Quebec, the Department ofcombining
ding In thirty-three days. The
^teel Steamer GOVERNOR DINGLEY
and Macdonald College
sixteen hours at
lea»# Franklin Wharf, Portland, weeki tare
has paid oui worked fourteen and
Thia farm
Portland
of
while.
worth
The
it
city
in making
bad Jams relieved the
day· at 7 p. m., for Boston.
acre*
•bout $500 for brown-tail moth neets, times. Several
comprises one hundred and fifty
Problems of mechanics
aet oat witl buying them at the rate of two oents r
monotony.
thia
of
acres
being
fifty
Raturnlxac
chiefly tin doien It i· estimated that the burning I arose to be solved on the spot. Orde
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, week well grown apple trees,
of these neets represents the destruo
solved them by a rough and ready rale
Fameuse.
day» »t 7 r. m., for Portland.
tion of about ninety million oatarplllare ef thumb. He built structures which
Through ticket· on «ale at principal
would have furnished a winter's disW. J. Brown of Parkman haa twt
railroad station·.
Lice which sap the Ufe blood and nn
heifera that bad oalvea reto some committees, just as
cussion
two-year-old
InU
a
furnish
pitfall
and th< dermine the flock
Freight rat·· aa low aa other line·.
had built through a rough
cently, one weighing 100 poanda
the
loggers
stumble.—Pars
art
which far too many
J. r. LISCOMB, General Agent,
other ninety-three poanda. They
' country hundreds of miles of toad

Many

/\

Λ W

Selling Hay.

SCOH1NO.

f

Compta;.
ttoinrt

dozen of the crew ap4»eared Id the evening to go
with Orde. They set out up the
long reach of Water street, their
Iteel calks biting deep luto the pitted
hoard walks.
For nearly a mile the street was
flanked solely by lumber yards, email
mills and factories. Then came a strip
of unimproved laud, followed immediately by the wooden, ramshackle
structures of Hell's Half Mile.
As yet the season was too early for
much Joy along Hell's Half Mile. Orde's
little crew und the forty or fifty men
of the drive that bad preceded him
constituted the rank and file at that
moment in town. A little later, when
all the drives on the river should be in
and those of Its tributaries and the
inen still lingering at the woods camps,
at least 900 woods weary men would
Then Hell'e Half
be turned loose.
Mile would awaken In earnest from
Its hibernation.
The lights would
■ BOUT a

By

NeChm

fully

plant pathologist of the Maine
Agricultural Experiment Station is generally considered to be one of the best

Τ

verman

plant only New York grown
plants Maine grown

and only draw conclusions when he
is sure of his premises. If what Mr.
Stewart writes were true, late blight
could be readily stamped out from any
locality. Unfortunately be is probabl)
That be is abwrong in bis premises.
solutely wrong in his conclusions, i*
well known by every practical man who
bas ever given this question any special
observation.
There is no real evidence to show that
any northern state where late blight
ever occurs in epidemic form is ever entirely free from the disease. It hss
been repeatedly observed in seotiooe
where only locally grown seed is used
that for several years late blight might
be apparently entirely absent, then followed a season of favorable weather
conditions with the blight and rot ap
peering in most destructive profusion.
These conditions have been observed
when a man as expert as Mr. Stewart
could 8nd no blight on the foliage of the
crop of the preceding year—the tubers
from which were exclusively used for
need in the sections under consideration.
Neither is the reverse of the proposition
A section may suffer from an
true.
epidemic of blight and rot one season
and produce a perfectly healthy crop
the following year and use only home
grown seed. Apparently the disease
occurs slightly even in years unfavorable
to its development, but is so inconspicuous in these years as to be overlooked.
On account of the wonderful ability of
the fungus which oauses the disease to
propagate itself and spread, the disease
soon becomes epidemic when favorable
weather conditions appear, whether
they are experienced in Maine or in New

vided and Hanked the table at eithe;
side.
Newiuark. a growing wondei
UDd dlsgiHt creeping Into his usually
unexpressirc face, recognized the strategic advantage of tbis arrangement.
A determined push would separate
the rivermen from the gamblers long
enough for the latter to disappear
through the small door at the back.
A gasp of anticipation went up as
coolly the gambler made bis passes.
Orde planted hie great red fist on one

Chapter

The man who

to issue
whole lot
of red tape, we do believe that if we are
in the forward movement for better fruit
For Maine, and if we would place our
Fruit on a par with that of our western
leighbors, we must adopt the best methxis known to the fruit industry. We
oust gain the confidence of oar com
nission men and the consuming public
îefore we can hope te make a success
with our apples. Our first duty i· to
ihoroughly renovate our present or:hards and then enter this contest to
ihow that we believe in the possibilities
>f our Mame grown apples. Y7e have
;he best of soil, as good a climate as can
>e found, for many choice varieties, and
>oe of the best markets of the world at
>ur very doors.
Why should not Maine
ead in this impo tant industry that
neans so much to the health as well as
profit of our people?
We will outline some of the essential York.
joints to be considered in entering this
The
:ontest.

Stoves,

ware,

Seed Potatoes and Late Blight.
Io » publication of the New York Department of Agriculture Mr. F. C.
Stewart of the New York Agricultural
Experiment Station states io part as
follow·:—"Since there was no lati·
blight anjwhere Id the state in 1909 and
the New York potato crop is absolutely
free from late blight rot, we are assured
of a blight free crop in 1910 no matter
what the weather conditions may be

Show held in Boston last October, Mr. seed next
year is to be regarded as s
James J. H. Gregory of Marblehead, menace to the
potato crop of bis neighMass., has given to the state of Maine a bors." Mr. Stewart is a botanist of
$1000 tiret mortgage bond, with the pro- experience and one bas the right to exvision that at intervals of Ave years 9200
that he would use language care
to the or- pect
the
shall be

11

m

on
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Oxford

"Good gracious," said Jack, "don't b'-t
such a fright!
It'· only the puppy dog coming In sight."

Nature

Study

If wo really wlsb to learn from nature we must not go into the country
with a whoop and a yell, «lestroving
fences along (be way and «toning ail
the helpless wild creatures thai come
path. Not even an Indian

across our

boy Is so barbarous as tbul—only now
and then a boy who thinks he Is civilized. Well, be is not. Lie is very far
from it.
If you would see nature at her best
learn from her. tread quietly.
Keep your eyes open for every sigut.
your ears alert for every sound. Have
α kindly feeling In your soul for all
and

Itefraio from hurting or
that lives.
the birds or small animals.
Tbeu after a short time they will
cease to be afraid of you. and you an
study them in their own unlive lnnin·».
One of the tirst animals you see will
probably be a rabbit running for lite
because he Is terribly frightened, llis
small rabbit memory does not extend
very far, but be recalls the human beings who, with dogs, have hunted hi m

scaring

anil his friends, and he seeks to get
A twinjut of their sight iu a tlasii.
kle of tiny heels, a whisk of a cotton-

suppose it improved ιπρ rnn
with piers and dams, so that the driving would be easier. Couldn't It drive
with less than 500 men and save mon·

river,

py?"
"It might." agreed Orde.
"If such a firm should be organized
to drive the logs for these ten Arms at
so nuieh a thousand, do yuu suppose It
would get the business?"
"It would depend on the driving
firm," said Orde. "You see, mill men

They
have got to have their logs.
can't afford to take chances. It would
not pay."
"TUi u that's all right." agreed Newmark. with a gleam of satisfaction
"Would you
across his thin face.
form a partnership with me having
such an object lu view?"
Orde laughed.
"I guess you don't realize the sltuailon." said he. "We'd have to have a
few little things like distributing
booms and tugs aud a lot of tools and

supplies and works of various kinds."
"Well, we'd get them."
"How much are you worth?" Orde

Inquired bluntly.

How
"Twenty thousand dollars.
much capital would wo have to have?"
asked Newmark.
Orde thought for several minutes.
"We would need somewhere near
$75,000," he estimated at last.
Newmark.
cried
"That's
easy,"
"We'll make a stock company-say
100.000 shares. We'll keep Just enough
between us to control the companysay 51.000. I'll put In my pile, and you
can pay for yours out of the earnings
of the company."
"That doesn't sound fair."
"You pay interest," explained Newmark. "Then we'll sell the rest of the
stock to raise the rest of the money."
"I must have something to live on."
said Orde thoughtfully at last.
"So must I." said Newmark. "We'll
have to pay ourselves salaries, of
at
course, but the smaller the better
first. You'll have to take charge of the
men and the ^pork and all the rest of
It. 1 don't know anything about that.
I'll attend Co the Incorporating and the
routine, and I'll try to place the stock
You'll have to see first of all whether
the logging
you can get contracts from
firms to drive the logs."
"IIow can I tell what to charge
them?"
"We'll have to figure that very close
ly. You know where these different
drives would start from and how long
each of them would take?"

"Oh, yes!"
"Well, then we'll figure how many
days' driving there Is for each, and

how many men there are, and what It
costs for wages, grub, tools. We'll Just
have to figure as near as we can to the
actual cost and then add a margin for
profit and for Interest on our Investment."
Amanda now announced dinner.
Newmark looked puzzled and as he
arose glanced surreptitiously at hlf
watch. Orde seemed to take the sum
mons as one to be expected, however
In fact, the strange hour was tin
usual Sunday custom In the Redding
of that day and had to do with tbt
late church freedom of Amanda and
her like.
"Come In and eat with us." invited
Orde.
But Newmark declined.
"Come up tomorrow night, then, ai
half past 6 for supper." Orde urgei I
hits. "We can figure on these things ι
a

little."

[to

be

continued.]
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(ail, and lie is gone. lie has vanished
as though lin· ground opened and swalId wed Liai.
lu a way (lie ground has swallowed
him, for he has Jumped into his underground burrow. We would never liud
It ΙΓ we went hastily and noisily past
it.
Hut. If we wait quietly near the
h pot where we last r-1 w biinnie, by and
by a little head with long g is and
very brighi eyes will appear froi.7vu-hole In the ground that was so cuuniugly concealed we did not see It
Hunnle is looking about to see if the
coast is clear. Then if he sees us he
will probably pop back into bis burrow

again.
The rabbit, however, does not live In
underground burrow, like the mole.
It digs into the earth so us to bave a
•(pot where lis enemies cannot Bud It;
•ilso a safe, warm place In which to
rear its young and tind shelter from
iu

old and storms.

Magic Writing.
Iu this game a confederate Is neceesary. The player states to the company, after α few remarks on ancient
slgu language, that he Is able to read
signs mude with a stick on the floor

room while tbe
company decided upon some word or
sentence.
The game Is played as follows: It le
agreed by the player and his confederate that one tap on the floor shall

and agrees to leave the

represeut Λ, two taps B, three taps I,
four taps Ο and Ave tape U and that
the first letter of each remark the confederate makes shall be one of the consonauts of the word or sentence decidThe coned upon by the company.
sonants must be taken In order. On
the player's return, supposing the word
chosen to be "march," bis confederate
would commence. "Many people think
thla game a deception" (Initial letter
M). One tap on the floor. "Really, M
is very simple" (Initial letter R).
"Coming to the end soon" (initial let-

clear"
ter 0). "Hope It has been quite
(initial letter U).
A few more signs are made so as not
to finish too abruptly, and the player
then states the word to be "march."
If carefully conducted this game will
Interest an audience for a considerable
time.

Boomerang

8kill.

Imagine burling α bent stick away
from you with all your strength and
having It return to the very spot where
you are standing! Thut Is what a skilled boomerang thrower cau do. More
than this, be may throw the stick so
that It will actually fall far behind
him, although hurled directly In front
The skill of the little brown bushmen
of which we have read so much Is not
exaggerated In the least, for the boomerang wielded by an expert Is a thing
it will soar In the air like
of muglc.
skimu bird, now high up. now just
ming the surface of the ground, turnIn circles, finally falllug Just where

ing
It bee been aimed to fall.—8t Nlcbolu.

v
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First Baptist Church, Bev. U. W. F. Hill, pastor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10 .-4& A. M.
Sun<lay School at 12. Sabbath evening service
at 7 3».
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
? 30.
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
All
the let Sun-lay of the month at 2 30 p.m.
not otherwise connected are cordially invited.

Proprietor·.

TWOOD.

children.^

Paris Hill.

FORBES,
Α. K. FOBBK8.

Charlee Howe, who has been occupying the L. E. Newell blacksmith shop,
and living in Mrs. Stowe's house, has
moved to Shelburne, Ν. H.

Terms —$1.V) a year If paid strictly In advance.
)thcrw1-H" |:.00 a year. Single copies 4 cents.
All legal advertisements
ADVk.KTlHKMK.NTi!
*re iflvt-n three connective Insertions for #1.30
inch
In
of
column. Special contracts
length
per
ma>le with local, transient anil yearly advertis—

William E. At wood was at home from
Bowdoin College over Sunday.
Job Pristino —Sew type, fast prea-cs, electric I
A good number enjoyed the supper
power, experienced workmen and low price· and entertainment at
Cummings Hall,
combine to make this department of oar business complete and popular.
Friday evening.
Sunday night gaxe us the most pronounced cold wave of the winter. Zero
81.1KLE COPIES.
weather has been conspicuous by its
Single Copies of the Democrat are four cents absence most of the time.
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
There are still several hundred barrels
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
and
■Λ"κle copie» of each Umuc have been place» 1 on of apples to be sold in this village
:
In
the County
«le at the following places
they are keeping remarkably well.
Store.
ShurtletT's
South 1'arls,
Drug
The School Improvement League has
Norway,
Noyes' Drug Store.
lecently purchased a fine chart for the
Stone's Drug Store.
school room. Ten new books have also
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
BuckHeid.
Mrs. Harlow, Post Office.
Parts Hill,
been added to the school library, two
Samuel T. White.
West Paris,
being given by Mrs. J. C. Cummings.
Seward P. Stearns is gaining strength
NKW AD V KKT1SKM KNTS.
and making good improvement in health
since he arrived home from the Boston
Our 1910 Valentines.
City Hospital. Before his sickness Mr.
Corset Sale.
Steams won one of the five gold prizes
A Cire.it Non-Prollt Paying February Sale.
the Boston Elevated Railway
Why doe* tireat Britain buy Its (Htineal of us? offered by
for best service by employes.
Free to Sufferers.
The Cause of Colds.
The past week has been largely a conSour Stomach.
tinuation of the beautiful winter weather
What Parisian Sage will door Money Back.
of which we have had so much: though
Notice of Ap|>o!ntment.
Notice of Baukruptcy.
it has given us also the first real snow
storm of the winter, about eight inches
Coming Events.
falling in the storm of Thursday night.
It was a welcome and much needed snow
March 1—Oxford Pomona Orange, West Paris.
as the good sleighing was getting very
March 7—Town meeting.
thin in places.
Advertised letters in Taris post office
here and There.
Feb. 1, 1910:
er·.

Will Andrews
Now that congres.·» is going to investiMr. Frank Grady, (post curd).
Mr Harry K. Ue'ntliner.
gate the high cost of living, what do you
tbe
about
Mrs. Webster Hendersin.
out
suppose we shall find
and Mrs. Julia, (postcard).
Hev.
exOne
in
cause of the increase
prices'.'
Mr. Louis Lavlgue.
Mr Albert Mclntyre.
pert says it is due to the greatly increasMrs S. S. Mlll-ir.
ed production of gold. Another expert
I Mr*. Malwl Robinson.
sâys that it is due to six causes, of which
Mr. William Rock, (postcard).
the increase in gold is only one. Few of
Ml*» L. J Richard», (poet card).
* Ml·» Ida Sturtevant, (post card).
not
and
the
on
matter,
the experts agree
Miss A. R. Taylor.
many of them even venture to sta^ the
Gen. Horatio C. King of Brooklyn,
If congress can give us an aucause.
thoritative explanation of the matter, it N. V., is considering the erection in this
village of some suitable memorial to his
will be worth while.
father, the late Hon. Horatio King, who
as a young man was associated with Han
With damage done by the Hood to the
nibal Hamlin in the publication of The
amount of half a billion dollars in and
.letfersonian here. Horatio King was
about Paris, as soon as the water began
In 1839 he went
born in l'aris in 1811.
to subside the people of the city began
to Washington as a clerk in the Post
to recover their spirits. That mercurial
Office Department, and was gradually
Gallic temperament is a great thing,
promoted until he became Postmaster
sometimes.
General in the Buchanan administration
After his r >tirement from the Poet Office
It is said that the Boston and Maine
he had governmental emRailroad contemplates rebuilding the Department
as Commissioner to carry into
Summit House on Mount Washington ployment
effect the emancipation law in the Disnext year, not on the real summit, but
trict of Columbia and was for many
at the foot of the cone, on the plateau I
That years secretary of the Washington Nanear Lizzie Bourne's monument.
tional Monument Association. He died
will protect the house somewhat from
in Washington May 20, 1897, at the ripe
the tierce storms which sweep over the
of eighty-five years, beloved and
mountain, but it will be some like a I age
seashore cottage built over behind a hill, honored by many.
just out of sight of the water.
West Sumner.

J

J
j

a paragraph now going |
the rounds of the papers, the people of [
I.ubec are apparently just discovering!
that the clam is good for something.
That must be a libel on Lubec.

According to

The test of Edison's new storage battery on a street car is followed by much
discussion and elaboration in the newsbe
papers as to the uses to which it may
put. No need to worry about that.
Κ Given a storage battery which is prac
Jitical at a reasonable weight, ami the
Hues to which it can be put will appear
without summons, and a host of them.

Rev. G. W. F. Hill occupied tbe pulpit
in the Baptist church last Sunday for the
la-*t time until spring open». Sabbath
School as usual and social services will
be held every Sunday.
M me Helen Sawyer of Southwest Harbor, who is boarding in this vicinity for
her health, was the guest of Miss Edith

Bradford Wednesday.

The Ladies' Aid of the Univerealist
in the vestry
a dinner
Weduexday. The principle amusement
There was a large
was pla> ing Flinch.
gathering and the receipts were very
satisfactory. The ladies of the Baptist
circle will serve a dinner in the Uuiverbalist veetry Feb 16. All are invited.
Mrs. Holmes of Portland, who came
At the recent meeting of the M tine here bv advice of her physician, is boardPress Association, in view of the fact ing at Mrs. Elsie Barrows'. Mrs. Holmes
that s >rue of tlie member* wore not has chronic bronchitis.
Mr. aud Mrs. Geo. A. Chandler and
fully informed re ira riling a certain law
pissed by the legislature last winter, Mr. and Mrs. W. Ε Lothrop went to
that
on·· man expresed the opinion
any South Paris Monday to attend the republisher who issued the sheet of laws ception given Kev. C. G. Miller.
in
them.
was
what
Still,
t<>
know
Stetson Tuell went to Bucktield last
ought
t!i.»' s hardly a reasonable proposition, week and bought a colt.
when fOfl COmMn the enormous bulk of
F. J. Brown went to South Paris Su·
Indeed, the general public urday to attend the campfire.
those laws.
has j ist discovered a law passed by
The ladies of the VV. R. C., No. 79,
legislature which some are bcliwd toI wish to thank the Ladies of the G. Α. Κ
It ameuds the
term a "joker."
.,f South Paris for the invitation to the
nuisance law 10 as to provide that in camphre held there recently. Had the
a
tine
in
of
the
of
case
weather permitted they would have reimposition
liquor nuisance case, the additional term I sponded by sending a much larger delein jail, in case of non paymeut of line, gation.
shall be only thirty days, whereas for-1
The comet seen in the west near Λ enue
merly it could be more. It is to be not-1 by oue of your correspondents on Jan.
ed, however, that the maximum term of I 2:!, was not Halley's comet but Innes'
one year in jail has not been
or A 1910, as it is called by astronomers.
and there is nothing to prevent theI Hallev's comet will be visible in about
judge making the jail part of the sen- two months.
tence as large as before.
Hazel Morrill, daughter of Nahum
Morrill, bas had a kirnl of rash that has
been going the rounds among the chilWinch would you rather be, a citizen I
dren. Although siie was not very sick,
of the great Uerroan empire, which isl
it has left her in poor health.
one of the powers of Europe, and is
The S. B. R. Club bas subscribed for
straining every nerve and spending I
the Outlook this year which, after readmoney by the hundreds of millions toi
will turn over to the West
become master of Europe and raistri·-;- iug. they
Sumner fibrary.
of the seas— >r a citizen of little Bel I
Mrs. R.duey Chandler is suffering
gium, which can never be a power, and with a mastoid
abscess, which is very
doesu't have anything to do with war,
uainful. l)r. Atwood is treating her.
with all the glory attaching thereto, but I
She may have to go to a hospital and
whose neutrality is guaranteed by the I
have her ear operated on.
save its money 1
can
so
that
it
powers,
Mr. Bicknell of Norway and Mr. Cole,
and strength for the arts of peace? Hut I
of South Paris, were in town Monas long as you are an American citizen, jailer
that question doesn't interest you any I
Bisbee has returned from
way.
Auburn where he was called on account

_

I church served

the)

ttqnorl

a|

ohMgad,!

|

^Sylvester

a
of the illness of his eon Clinton, who is
The strike fora seven-hour day has I
employed as a bookkeeper there. Clinnow made its appearance.
Why not I ton, who had a severe cold, is able to be
make it six hours a day, and five days a out
again.
week, for all of us? To be sure,
A letter has been received by friends
couldn't produce very much in that! here from Mrs. Cornelia Moody of Porlength of time, but the hours would suit I tersville. Cal. Mrs. Moody is we 1 known
most of us pretty well.
here where she formerly resided. She
cannot find words to expres her admiraI
Sheriff Shipp was given a great ovation tion of the beautiful scenery with which
She says, "^ou
on his return to his home in Chatta- she is surrounded.
a level head and not stop too
nooga, Tenn. He had been serving a must keep
term in jail for c ratempt of court in not I long in one place for the mud is so
endeavoring to protect a prisoner in bis sticky you might always have to stay
charge from a mob of lynchers. If I there unless some oue came along aud
Tennessee wants to make a hero of a pulled you out."
man under those conditions, so much I
Dickvale.
the worse for Tennessee.
Bad colds have nearly closed the
schools. Tlie teacher had only three
Commander Peary's strict code ofl scholars on Thursday and Friday.
ethics of polar exploration seems to I M. G. Morrill, wife and daughter, Mrs.
He favors
have gone glimmering.
L. K. Lovej >y, are visiting relatives in
ting out an expedition for the south! Saco.
pole, regardless of the fact that an Eng-1I Leslie Gordon and Gerald Tracy are
lish expedition is under way. But sup
up and dressed.
posing those English officers should say,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Fuller are ill
"Hands off, please"?
with bad colds.
Geo. Child and Arthur Cooledge are
Maine's "Grand Old Man."
ill with the measles.
)
Transcript
(Boston
A. J. Farrar went to Wilton and took
In respect of years and quality no one home a good looking Guernsey cow last
L.
Chamber-1
Joshua
General
can outrank
week.
old man." I
Maine's "grand
lain as
he
!
Denmark.
late,
comes
the
experience
Though
Mr. I. H. Berry still remains quite
being in bis eighty-second year, it must
to receive îick·
give him much gratificationthe
,,
original I Mr. Harry Small had a valuable
horse
from the War Department
and was
letter sent by General Grant to Secre- break his
—

wej

fit-1

|

j
ofl

a telegram
tary Stanton, contirming
I
two days previous promoting Colonel
the rank of I
to
Chamberlain in the field
brigadier general and asking that steps
In I
(or confirmation be at once taken.
the action which won him this advance-1
ment he received a wound which it was
feared would prove mortal, but for-|
tunately he was reserved for further ser-1
vice and higher military distinction. I
Few men have shown such versatility as
he in the large activities of life. As I
I
clergyman, professor, soldier, governor,
college president or practicing lawyer
be never failed to rise to the stature ofl

his responsibility. His most
vice has been that of surveyor of customs
recent ser-

leg Thursday

obliged

to kill him.
Mr. Luther Trumbull's horse broke
liis leg Thursday and he was obliged to
kill the animal.
A heavy snow storm is prevailing at
the present time, Friday morning, and
*bonf six'een inches of snow has fallen.
Miss Mae Tenney, sister of Mrs. Geo.
kV Gray, who has gone to Germany,
reports a very pleasant trip going.

Another

Albany.
winter according to CandleHope the last half will be as

day.
jood as the tiret half has been.
Sibyl Cummings and nieces, Laura,
nas

Mr. Frank Needham was held at his late
borne, Rev. J. H. Little officiating, assisted by Rev. C. L. Banghart. Mr. Needbam was a member of tbe Grand Army.
InHe left a widow but no
terment was in tbe family lot at Sontb
Bethel.
Monday H. A. Packard took tbe remains of Mrs. Parker, wbo died io
Bethel, to Milton Plantation for burial.
Tuesday Mr. Nathaniel Lowe's funeral
was held at bis late borne on Main Street.
Kev. W. C. Curtis officiated, assisted by
Rev. C. L. Banghart. Miss Jane Gibson
of
sang two solos. A large number
friends attended, showing tbe respect in
had
Lowe
Mr.
which he was regarded.
lived in Bethel for several years and by
his kindly disposition, honesty and faithfulness has won the respect of bis neighbors and friends. Mr. Lowe leaves a
widow and two sons, besides two cousins
who reside in Bethel. The floral tributes were beautiful testimonials from
tbe family and friends.
Purity Chapter, Eastern Star, held its
installation of officers with Past Grand
Worthy Patron W. E. Wiliard as installing officer. The Chapter has added
eleven new members during tbe year.
Tuesday the W. C. T. U. met with
Mrs. Fannie Bisbee Lovejoy and made
for a meeting on Frances

îditb and Lottie, visited at Mrs. F. G.
at Portland.
Moan's one day last week.
J. K. Wheeler has had hie cows tested.
Prithe
Direct
of
*fo signs of tuberculosis in any of them.
The organization
combeen
has
Maine
of
The selectmen were at the town house
mary Leagne
pleted by the selection of the following , me day last week.
:
Several
from this town attended
officers
j 'omona at Bryant Pond and report a
Presblcnt—Howar<l Davie·, Yarmouth.
Vice President—A. K. Irving, Presque Isle; , ine time.
A big crowd.
E. L. Fletcher, Bau*or; E. F. Hanson, Belfast,
W W. Mercier, Princeton: Γ. 8. Adams, BowNorway Lake.
loin h tin, Roiand T. Patten, Skowhegan; H. E.
CoolMjce, Lisbon Fall·; Kev. H E. bunnack,
Mrs. John Wood is spending a short
Portland.
Foster.
Enoch
Augusta;
I ime in Auburn, going there Jan. 3l§t.
Treasurer—W E. Ell ott, Skowhegaa.
Miss S. P. Newhall is not well now.
Secretary—Herbert L. Emery, Watervllle.
The pneumonia cases are doing as
The league will commence active work
immediately on the drafting of a direct \ rell as can be expected.
Wood of Sabattus is
primary bill for consideration at the a Mrs William
topping at her father's, Asa D. Frost's,
next session of the Legislature and the
development of public sentiment in its c ailed there by the sickness of her
lother.
favor. It is proposed to use the initiaAn old fashioned snow storm is here
tive if the Legislature refuses to pass
η ow; just what some have wanted.
the measure.

arrangements
Wiliard Memorial Day.

The ladies of the local W. C. T. U.
held their monthly meeting Friday with
Mrs. Pottle.
The Frances Willard memorial

was

evening
appropriately observed Sabbath
at the Baptist church on Jan. 23.

The ladles of the Methodist church
have organized their Church Aid Society
with Mrs. E. A. Jewett president and
Mrs. A. W. Pottle secretary. They hold
their regular meetings on the third Wednesday of each month. Recently they
sent a barrel of second hand clothing to
the Deaconess Home in Portland.

Bryant's Pond.
masquerade ball at Grange Hall
Friday evening was well patronized,
someflfty couples taking part. A harvest eupper was served by the ladies of
The

the grange at intermission.

Music was

$14.50.

thMrs.itywnils
^Mre.

$7.60, $8.60, $11.

$12, $16, $19, $23.

FREE

lower Maine Central railroad yard at
Lewiston, where he tad been run over
by the outgoing and incoming Pullman

trains.

the history of Mr. Atwood's Grape-Fruit as h nao uunn.
farm down in Florida, but were disapA bird lover of Brewer this winter has
pointed in the writer not informing us seen quantities of ground sparrows while
as to what that grape fruit really is. he has also seen an occasional robin.
Have searched dictionaries, cyclopedias, Neither have the crows, which usually
histories-and am still in the dar|f. Who seek the seashore
during the cold
will give the desired information?
weather, left their customary haunts.
Born, Jan. 28, to Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Early in the present week this same man
Yates, a son, who died on tho 3 1 or4'h observed a sheldrake winging its way
of Fehrnarv.
rapidly over the city, following the river.
As the pool at the water works dam was
Sumner.
approached, the bird flow steadily lower
Mrs. Hattie Abbott and daughter, Mrs. till it was directly over the pool, when
Carl Abbott, and little son, visited rela- it
The following muroiDg
alighted.
tives at South Paris r<cently.
ducks and crows, as well as a large numThe Thompson Bros, are hauling pine ber of
gulls, wore visible evidences that,
to West Sumner.
of the salmon pool at least, spring is on
C. A. Bonney and sons are hauling hand, while the long stretch of opeD
pulp to East Sumner.
water for a half mile below the dam,
Lionel Bowker visited his aunt, Mrs. would almost make one think that the
Ε Ε. Roberts, last week.
salmon fishing season is about to open,
Koy Burgess, wife, and baby, visited Instead of being two months away.
her parente, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Morrill,
Frank B. Hills, first selectman of
a few days recently.
The R. F. D. Route, No. 1, has been Thomaston, hitched up in front of the
extended to the Alder school house, so Rockland post office a day or two ago
with a "pedigreed carriage"—the one in
called.
first secretary of
Fidelity Lodge, No. 130, K. of P., which Washington's The
carriage was
worked the rank of Knight on one candi- war used to ride.
built in Boston 130 years ago aDd was
date at their last meeting.
the private carriage of Major General
Endowment for Hebron Sanatorium. Henry Knox, secretary under the first
President, and not oniy is it one of the
most historic vehicles in the United
ONLY EIGHT THOUSAND DOLLARS NOW
States but it is also probably the oldest
REQUIRED TO SECURE IT.
able-bodied private carriage in existence
In spite of its 130
on the continent.
Some man not named, who is not a years, a quaint substantial vehicle it is.
resident of the state, has offered to give General Knox no doubt bad it made,
the Maine State Sanatorium at Hebron just as history tells it, in Boston, for
the sum of $200,000 as an endowment there were no carriage builders in Thomfund, and $15,000 towards its present aston in those early days, and as General
debt, provided the friends of the sana- Knox operated a packet line of small
Bieton and
torium in Maine and elsewhere will pay sailing vessels between
the balance of the debt of the institu- Thomaston, it would have been easy for
tion, $45,000, before the first of March. him to have the carriage brought to
to Feb.
all but $8,000 of this earn Thorn as ton.

grouud.

Capt. Sawyer of Southwest Harbor,
from Albany make
spent a few days with bis daughter,
weekly trips to this village, Frank Sloan Me.,
Miss Helen Sawyer, who is boarding at
on
and
Abner
Kimcoming
Wednesdays
C. A. Churchill's.
ball on Thursdays.
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Bubier attended
Postmaster Dennison and a number of
Pomona Grange at Bryant's Pond, Fob.
Pleasant
other
members of
Valley 1st.
Grange attended the Pomona meeting
A. D. Littlehale is on the sick list.
in Bryant's Pond village last Tuesday,
Mrs. A. D. Andrews is visiting her
and all had a pleasant time.
sister in Brewer.
L. Ë. Allen and J. F. Rollins, who are
The Willing Workers will meet with
working in Leighton's mill in Gilead, Mrs.
Frank Littlehale, Feb. 0.
speud Sundays witli their families in
sold hie
Freeman Ellingwood has
this village.
stand to his son Stmuel, it is reported,
and will go to live with his son Joseph.
Locke's Mills.
Two fish

peddlers

Mr and Mrs. Chas. Bartlett, Mrs. Abbie Trask, Mrs. Mabel Farrington and
Mrs. Lydia Whitman attended Pomona
Grange at Bryant Pond Tuesday, Feb. 1.
Raynor Littletield and Don Tebbets
"camped out" Thursday night at Island

Cottage.
Elmer Cummings is gaining
from her recent illness.
Mr. Bragg, the Grand Union Tea man,
was in town last Monday.
Miss Florence Littlefield was at home
from her school at Bryant Pond several
days last week on account of illness.
Mrs. Lizzie Meader of Bryant Pond
visited her daughter, Mrs. Elmer Cummings, last Tuesday.
Mrs. Lydia Bryant is still very eick.
Mrs.

slowly

North

Waterford.

The Linn Dog Show Co. have been
here for three nights, and had a full
house every night. It was called the
best show that ever came here by some.
They have gone to Stoneham and are to
go from there to Bethel.
David I.ebroke is quite sick.
John Willis is stopping at his home
here at present.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hazelton visited at
G. Ë. Farmer's Tuesday.
Archie Grover has come back from
Gloucester, where he has been at work,
and is boarding at Parris Paige's.
Mrs. Lucinda Spears has gone to her
daughter's at Poland.
There is to be another company here
with a show Saturday night.
Newell Andrews attended the clerk·'
ball at Norway Tuesday evening.

North Stoneham.

Charles Lawrence met with

a

severe

accident while cutting pine. His axe
caught a limb and glanced, cutting his
foot so the toe next the big toe bad to
be taken off and the big toe was nearly
cut off.
Carl Keniston has finished cutting
pine and gone home.
Leona McKeen of Albany visited her
sister, Mrs. John Adams, from Sunday
till Tuesday.
Ζθγ.0 Fontaine went to Denmark last
week after a man to work, but did not
get one. Seth Harriman of North Lnvell
is at work for Mr. Fontaine.
Jim Vanco of Lovell Centre bas been
etaying at Wm. Gammon's.
Η. Β McKeen has cut ice for Arthur
Stone and filled his ice house on Rattlesnake Island.
Hebron.

The selectmen have commenced work
on the town reports.
Fannie Hunt has returned from the
Sisters' Hoepital.
Mrs. W. A. Nichols wae called to
Minot Tuesday by the illness of her
mother.
Mrs. J. A. Hibbs is on the sick list.
Mrs. J. L. Bumpus wae in the twin
cities Friday and Saturday.
Mrs. Ed Cox and Mrs. F. A. Hunt of
Norway are the guests of Mrs. Cox's
sister, Mrs. C. W. Cummings.
Mrs. DulcinaHibbs has returned home
from Mrs. Β. B. Bean's.
The school in District No. 5 closed last
Friday after a very successful term
Brownfield.
taught by Miss Eva Wood of Livermore.
Mrs. Β. B. Bean and daughters, I'rieThursday, snowing bard.
Uarry Farnum is at home from Bart- cilla and Bessie, are visiting a few days
lett, Ν. H., where he has a job on the at F. H. Marshall's while Mr. Bean is
railroad.
repairing his shop, where they are about
Clifford Allard and Ed Wentworth have to move in.
been hauling wood for J. L. Frink.
Harry Bearce and family, also Ed
Mrs. John Durgin is working for Mrs. Bradford and family, are quarantined
with scarlet fever.
Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Johnson have
gone to Fryeburg to care for Mrs. J. Π.
North Buckfield.
Sutcliffe, who is very feeble.
The entertainment Jan. 28tb, by Mt.
All the schools in town are closed for
Grango was well patronized and all ena vacation.
Mr. J. McDonald has been hauling a joyed the fine readings by Mr. Ernest
Packard of Hebron.
large quantity of wood to the station.
Elmer Roberts' little daughter, who
The Universaliet Circle met with Mrs.
has had a very painful abscess on the
Walter Bickford this week.
Mrs. Lane remains critically ill, no neck, is much better.
Mr. Mordant Rowe is confined to the
prospect of her recovery.
Mrs. Sarah Harnden is in poor health, house by an injury received from being
thrown from his team while working in
as is Albert Blake.
woods.
Thelyceum Friday evening at the high theElva
Bonney is spending the week
school building was more than interestwith her sister Lizzie.
ing.
Amy Turner was the week-end guest
Business seems quite good, guess it
of Altbea Stetson.
must be gaining.
Mrs. Florence Warren is suffering
Hard times for meat eaters who have
t>nt little money. Guess they had better From a very bad cold.
M re. Wm. Dunn and danghter called
bave a meat and butter and eggs fast for
jn friends in the place Wednesday.

Morris Patashmic of Portland was
the place selling dry goods.
The cold weather has made the roads
io the men can work their teams.

through

School

closed

Saturday with good

Irishes for the teacher. It has been a
; food winter for the scholars to get to

1 ichool.

Alonzo Lord has been confined to the
louse

with two carbuncles on his neck.

John A. Fox and wife have returned

trip

days at Sumner.
Wendell McAllister is visiting relatives

1 rom a

of several

I η Stoneham.

«·£

J-» ·»£

lP

SUFFERERS

Tuesday.

day.

^

$3.75.

$1.60

Boys'

tives and friends for several weeks.
John House of Monmouth, aged 50
Miss Annie Stoehr visited at her home
a
years, was instantly killed Sunday by
in Sabatis over Sunday.
of a
a

Solon Downing and his ton, John
Good weather for trying to discover
Downing, are sick with the grippe.
comets, but all the stars now visible
The M. E. Ladies' Circle met Wedneshere seem to be of the tailless class.
with Mrs. Edmond Daniels.
day
The nests of brown-tail moths are
Walter Dawes of Auburn was in town
being looked for, but few are found last week.
where trees are exposed to icy winds
C. F. Starbird's dog, Maine, was found
and sleet.
dead Wednesday. He was apparently
WhittenA Dennison keep a full crew well when last seen a few hours before.
employed in their wholsale post card
Mrs. Ralph Edwards and childron of
house and printing room.
Paris have been visiting Mr. Edwards'
The sleighing remains very good on
mother, Mrs. Anna Edwards.
Bethel roads, aud the two short thaws
iu January made no spots of bare
North Parle.

J. F. RLUMMER'S.

Port[°°

last by having a rock fall on
him at the mine.
Dein McDaniels and Warren Douglass
from Bridgton are hauling toothpick
wood and squares from No. 6 mill to
Byron station with eight horses.
A big moose caused a great excitement on Buckfleld Hill
Wednesday,
when he made his visit to that neighborhood about noon. He passed between
J. A. Taylor's and L. A. Mason's houses,
passed down below S. Taylor's and J. E.
Shaw's and was seen by a half dozen or
Be was a monster. Mr.
more persons.
Mason said he would not let him attack
his oxen, law or no law, so he sent a man
to the bouse fora rifle while he stood
guard with his axe, but the moose made
safe his escape, and it is hoped that he
recently.
We are glad to learn that Mrs. Phon will safely winter, and that an extra point
Bean is gaining so rapidly. Her daughter will be added to his antlers by another
Ada has proved herself a true daughter fall.
to her mother.
East Bethel.
Lewie Black of Norway has been here
L. E. Cole is recovering from an attack
with a fine assortment of imported dry
^oods which meet with a ready sale, and of J.theM.grippe.
Bartlett and G. K. Hastings,
he seem* to be a first-class salesman.
A letter from brother J. B. Packard who have been confined to the house,
former student at are now able to be out and do some light
of Monmouth, a
Gould's Academy, also a teacher here, work.
Friday evening, Feb. 11, will be
says his two oldest children are teaching,
and the two youngest are at school, one observed with a Lincoln program in
at Farmington, and the other at Kent's Alder River Grange, it being a regular
meeting.
Hill, so he bas a smart family in all.
Mr. Ν. I. Swan of Bryant Pond called
West Bethel.
on farmers here last Wednesday regard"It Isn't ro much tli.it the Ice Is cold.
ing the planting of sweet corn.
Ami un It* surface you've lost your hold;
Member* of Alder River Grange, who
\nd It Isn't ho much that your Donee <lo ache,
attended Pomona at Bryant Pond were:
\n 1 you feel a shiver and tremble and shake;
And ft Isn't eo much that the people stare.
Mrs. M. L. Hastings, Mrs. M. E. KimAs you wildly grasp and clutch at the air;
ball, Mrs. L. C. Bartlett, Mrs. Nina
Nor yet that the stars will every way dance,
Swan, Albert Swan, Eugene Bean and
Nor V«>t the fear that you've torn your pant*.
Charlos Martin.
Rat I'll tell you what 'tis that makes you rile
And makes you feel chuck full of bile.
It's to have the fellows, both short anil tal'.
Oxford.
"
Say : 'My dear sir, did you happen to fall?'
Rev. Mr. Baldwin preached at the ConCandlemas Day was clear and coo).
gregational church Sunday.
The first half, and we hope the worst
Quite a number of the members of the
the
winter
is
of
half,
gone.
T. A. Roberts Post and Corps visited
This little village now has four regular Win. K. Kimball Post and
Corps at
•jewspaper correspondents.
Paris on Saturday, the 29th, and report
Rivers which were free from ice last
a very pleasant and enj »yable time.
week are again freezing over.
Ladies'
Circle
The Congregational
Woodchucks were too wiee or too met
with Mrs. John Chadbuurne Wednessleepy to emerge from their winter dens

Monday

FEB· IE !

^Harrv

peanuts^onthiy

School closed here Feb. 4th with interin
esting exercises by the children,
charge of Maud Russell, teacher. She
has made a success and gained the love
of her pupils, which means more than
can be learned from books.
Mr. Bragg, our Union Tea man, was
here the 28'h of January. He buys eggs
and pays .'10 cents per dozen. It is very
convenient for some who live away from
the stores and have no team, to see his
cart come into tbe yard with a good supply of what is needed in every family.
Mrs. Kimball, of the Maple and Pine
Farm, has been quite ill, with little
Blanche for a nurse and housekeeper,
but she is now quite well.
Dr. Twaddle of Bethel Hill was here

Evidence.

Unquestionable

I feel that I owe to my old time friends

and associates valuable information that
they will be glad to learn of, and to some
of tbem it will be of untold value if (bay
will go and do as I bave done. On May
5tb, 1909,1 took a course of foar weeks'
OF COURSE IT IS AT
treatment at the Keeley Institute in
a
now
am
well,
and
Portland, Maioe,
sound man still growing in strength of
are now conducting meetings in mind and
der,
body until every thing around
Swan got hie fingers badly inBangor.
me bas changed its phase for the better.
These February Bargains are possible only at our store.
ManufacturParis
at
the
a
saw
in
jured
ease and
Mason Baker, 40 years of age, was My busioese is attended to with
of
the loss oi
ing Co.'s mill Tbunday. A
it Failure to take advantage of this sale means
killed in the Forest paper mill at Yar- pleasure, my home and the happiness
the three fingers had to be amputated.
were never bewife
me
and
to
belt.
in
a
to
my
dollars
mouth
caught
brings
you.
Friday by being
many
Roscoe Tuell has been at Bangor for a
fore experienced—my mind is clear. I
few days where he has been receiving
The seniors of Edward Little High am
Worth 17.00 to $18 00.
of understanding business
Many
capable
of
treatment for his eyes by Dr. Waegatt
School, Auburn, have been denied the propositions because I am a well man Men's Suits $5 to
lines to select from, containing
of taking a Washington trip in
a
below
a
cut
privilege
named
means
the
or
prices
many,
again.
from one suit αρ. Whether one
Ames of Sumner is the
place of graduation exercises..
I would be most happy to give any
and in some cases below cost.
profit,
truest of Mrs. Otis Curtis.
possible
Commander Peary has been ordered to person information who desires it before
J L. Marshall and family, formerly of
00. These are
Wor,.b
in going to the Keeley Cure in Portland,
to
Suits ^
t0,
this place, but who have recently been report at Washington for regular duty
*
rare bargains for all condition of
and
or
call
me
write
if
will
considerinterfere
Maine, they
choice.
living in Bangor, are moving to Provi- the navy. This will
boys. Best go first. The sooner you come tbe better the
see me.
ably with plans which be bad made.
in
Yours
Brotherhood,
Emma W. Mann and Miss Linnle
Mrs. Joseph Whitworth of Blddeford
Men's Overcoats
W. A. Cbuikshank.
Marshall gave a whist party Wednesday died at the hospital Thursday as the remake very low prices
per-cent or over under value. We want to sell these goods and
evening at the home of Mrs. Mann, in sult of burns received the previous day
ALLEN'S LUNG BALSAM
it.
to
do
honor of Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Marshall.
was
she
while
In
Found
by her clothing igniting
Is the old reliable cough remedy.
There were si* tables of whist. Refreshand In practically every home.
building a fire. She was 40 years of age, every drug store
ments of ice cream, fancy crackers, pop- and leaves two children.
For sale by all druggists, 25c 50c. and $1.00. 3 6 Fur Coats
and are
corn. etc., were served.
to buy a good Fur Coat cheap. We need the room for our spring stock
The Bangor Salvation Army are planMr and Mrs. Ellis Doble of Gloucesto give you the benefit of this great reduction.
in
going
home
men's
a
to
build
in
working
W.
rent
into
the
ning
ter aro moving
upper
to the
that city and already funds
S. Jackson's house.
A job lot of Misses1 and Children's Rubbers at Half-price.
subMrs. F. E. Wheeler was in Lewiston amount of nearly 15,000 have been
them out.
The sizes are broken on these rubbers and we make this low price to close
scribed. It is proposed to run an emit.
Miss Bessie Andrews of Bethel was a ployment agency in connection with
guest at A. J. Ricker's Sunday.
ot Corn·, Bunion·,
The badly mangled body of William
Flat Foot, ChilMerton Hammond and Madge Tuell Driscoll of West Rosehill, 31 yean» old
blain· and all other
went to the clerks' ball at Norway.
entitled,
and unmarried, was found Sunday in the
Foot Troubles, OUR BOOK

Frank Murray and Thomas Lewis,
convicted of breaking and entering tbe
buelneeB meeting of the Hartland post office, were on Friday senthe long vacation.
tendent, Mr. Ciason, has been very sucat
Senior T. P. C. U. will be held in.Good tenced in the United States Court
Linn's dog show is to be in Bethel cessful in their management.
Portland to eight and seven years reHall Tuesday evening at 7:30.
Will
three
evenings.
Monday, remaining
Mrs. Vernon E. Ellingwood has gone spectively in the federal prison at AtByron.
MIDDLE INTERVALE.
A Frenchman was killed at Goldfield to Massachusetts. She will visit rela- lanta, Qa.

West Lovell.

<

conference are requested to be present.
Daniel Emery has been confined to his
house for the past ten days by an attack
of tonsilitis and other ills.

ly

Maine News Note*.
West ParU.
Thursday evening there wis » good
attendance d..plt. the «torn. atth.
Bucksport's hietoric town ball, λ cenwblst party given by theV. I. S. rrize tury old, was burned Tuesday.
wM
for the lady getting the largesUcore
Cumberland County baa actually got
awarded to Madge Tuell. *or
into ite new 9850,000 court bouse, courte
man, Otis Cartie. Booby prizes, Mrs.
and all.
F. H. Hill and Wirt McKenney.
Abner Mann attended the Norway
The evangelists, Chapman and Alexan-

furnished by Walter Knights and Miss
in
Wednesday proved to be full of sun- Knights. The coetumes were various
shine, so the believers in all Candlemas their make up and well arranged.
J. A. Titus and Mrs. Titus are visiting
signs are prepared for a second winter.
Thursday evening tbe Universalist their son Merton in Waterville.
There was an all day session of tue
William Stevens will soon move into
society held a whist party, and Tuesday
Hill. Grangers Saturday.
eveuing they held the first of six assem- the rent now occupied by Mrs. Ada
Quite a good number were out to the
Mrs. Edith Bryant returned Monday
blies which have been arranged.
Junior Y. P. C. U. social.
Everybody
Friday morning a good foot of snow from Le wis ton.
The town scbols closed Friday. The had a good time. A good sum was
had fallen but fortunately the wind did
schools have been in session thirty weeks realized from the sale of pop corn and
not blow. The roller was out all day.
The schools in town closed Friday for the past year. The district superin-

sixty days.

■

Bockfteld.
The Rev. G. D. Holme», District Superintendent, will hold hie iMt quarterly
conference with the Buckfleld Methodist
church for their present conference
The quarterly
year, Thursday, Feb. 10.
conference will be held at the home of
7
at
the pastor, Thursday evening
o'clock, and all members of the quarter-

J. F. Plummer,
CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER,

'Foot Ailments and Tbiir Ultimate Cures'

31 Market

it·
which explain· in full each ailment,
may be obcause and how instant relief
a
for
made
is
offer
tained. This FREE
Cent· In
limited time only. Enclose Four
mailing.
of
■tamp· to cover cost

Paris, Maine.

South

SqM

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

CHIPPEWA REMEDY CO.

BUFFALO. Ν. V.

P. O. Bo* No. 95

OUR 1910

Valentines

Sour Stomach.

Mi-o-na Puts the Stomach in
Fine Shape in Five Minutes.
quarter
freight train, eastbound,
If your stomach is continually kicking
below tbe Anabessacook station on
mile
Greenwood.
and
the Maine Central, while walking on the up a disturbance; you feel bloated
"Blustering in Middle South," from track. The man's skull wae fractured distressed; if you belch gas and sour
the first to the third day, says the weath- and one
food into the mouth, then you need
thigh broken.
er maker, and it may be so there while
Mi-o-na Stomach Tablets.
Lewiston is to have another industry.
here it is calm as a clock with » floe
Mi-o-na Stomach Tablets give instant
has
light snow falling and the sun in sight, The old dry plate factory whichleased relief, of course, but they do more; they
while the temperature Is only six be- been idle several years, has been
drive out the poisonous gases that cause
low the freezing point.
by a Massachusetts company and will be fermentation of food and thoroughly
a
few
within
the operated to its capacity
A fine day was Tuesday for
clean, renovate and strengthen the
Pomona Grange at Bryant Pond, and re- weeks. The product will be dry plates stomach so that it can readily digest
other
photographic supplies.
port says about 300 turned out for the and
food without artificial aid.
purpose of enjoying them, that is, the
Mi-o-na stomach tablets are guaranteed
The same man has been appointed
day and the grange. Mrs. Charles, A. manager of the department of purchases to cure indigestion, acute or chronic, or
with
her
of
West
threeDunham
Bethel,
and supplies for the New York, New money back. This means that nervousyear-old kid, came home with the young Haven and Hartford Railroad, tbe Boston ness, dizziness and biliousness will disfolk s and stopped until the next day.
and Maine, tbe Maine
Central, tbe appear. Druggists everywhere and P.
And now we have learned who it was
and the Somerset. A. s hurt le IT & Co. sell Mi-o-na for 50c.
County
Washington
that attended divine services at Joseph These several railroads are now operated
"I was under the care of four different
Cummings' funeral, and also where he as parts of one system.
doctors during nine months and was
buried. By his own request his remains were buried beside those of his
An infant
grandfather on hie farm.
relative is also buried at the same place.
We had been Intimately acquainted with
Mr. Cummings for many years, worked
for him on his farm, ate his cooking in
camp and always found him a good,

cured of dyspepsia by Mi-o-na "—Mr.
It is reported that two new hotels
Grondine, 197 Fountain Street,
would be built at Old Orchard this Joseph
Fall River, Mass.
and
tbe
ocean
front
tbe
one
on
spring,
Booth's Pills for constipation—25c.
other near the camp ground. There
will be a number of cottages built, if
plans materialize, and tbe carpenters are
looking for a busy spring. It is claimed
work on the hotels will be
squaro man, although occasionally some- that the
what eccentric. But while ever ready to pushed forward so that they will be
assist the ne?dy he was especially useful ready for opening after the Fourth.
in case of sickness.
Mrs. "Greenwood
More or less stir was occasioned in
lived a neighbor to him in her girlhood, Portland last week
by tbe disappearance
was present at his wodding, the bride,
Monday morning of Charles A. Bean,
by the way, being her first cousin and treasurer and manager of tbe I. S. Bean
daughter of Oliver and Roda Bryant Co., a well known wholesale fruit conSwan. Some years later, Lydia A. Cuin- cern. Mr. Bean
evidently took a Boston
raings, that being her maiden name, train, but left it at some station on tbe
married Joseph Clifford, who, in about way. He has not yet been found. An
two years, was taken sick and died of
investigation of the affaire of tbe comtyphoid fever, and shortly after an infant pany reveals that it is probably insolvent.
bis father to his last resteon followed
Q No stomach dosing—breathe the pleasant,
A
correspondent of the Lewiston
ing place. And during all that period of
healing, germ-killing air of Hyomei, and cure
sickness and death, Mr. Cummings stood Journal reports that in tearing out the old
at Augusta for
CATARRH. COUGHS. COLDS. CROUP.
by like a brother, rendering all the as- part of tho state house
sistance necessary as far as possible to remodeling, serious structural defects
SORE THROAT. BRONCHITIS. ETC.
of
it
matter
make
a
which
disclosed
were
the affl cted ones.
No wonder, thon,
the
buildno
of
that
<J
Complete outfit, including hard rubber inpart
that the present Mrs. L. D. ever re- congratulation
Extra
haler, $ 1.00, on money-back
membered him as one of her best friends, ing has collapsed. Tbe conditions will
and by
bottles, 50c. Druggists
and that something moistened her eyes make more work uecessary than was
when Informed of his death.
planned, and when it is done there will
& CO.
interested in reading be little of the original state bouse left F. A. SHURTLEFF
We were

are now

ready for your inspection. We have an elegant assortment
Whitney, Bicknell and other leading manufacturers.

from Tuck,

ic. to

Also

a

$1.00 Each.

Big Line of Valentine Post Cards,
3 for 5 cents.

Notice
to

are sure

F.

window, and come in and look them
find what you want at the Pharmacy of
our

A.

CO.,

SHURTLEFF &
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

was

You

over.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

The American
Vacuum Cleaner

Catarrh

is

one

of the Best Machines
We have

the Market.
them in stock.
on

Price

plan.
everywhere,

$25.00.

highly

«

Up

had been

1st,
pledged

in sums ranging from
If the $8000 can be raised
before March 1st this munificent offer
will become available. Since the sanatorium was opened in 1000, 300 patients
have been treated, of which number the
statistics show that about 00 per cent
have been cured, so far as medical ex
amination
could
determine, of this

$1 to $1000.

disease,

once

regarded

as

incurable.

"The Passing Years."
C. Wentworth of Norway.)
"I'm growing old," so says the lofty tree,
leaf
will
and wtthored shall I be;
fade,
"My
But while my branches green shall outward

(By

Rev. B.

sweep,
I'll ehe'ter

flocks and rock the birds to sleep."

"I'm growing old," so says the polar star,
"Muse pale like all that glimmer, near or far;
Rut while I sparkle, true to men I'll be,
And guide the sailor o'er the troubled sea."
"I'm growing old," so says the setting «un.
"My course so rapid some time will be run;
By while my mission to the earth I bear,
My shafts of light I'll scatter everywhere."
"I'm growing old," so save the earth so gray,
"God β word declares, I, too must pass away;
But while mv Maker bids me roll through space,
I'll serve with plenty all the human race."
"I'm

so save the son of man.
my life Is but a span;

growing old,"

"My «lavs are few,

live, my will, my heart, my love,
My service, shall be His, who reigns above.

Yet while I

Not growing old. Thy spirit must live on
When tree, and star, and sun, and world are
gone.
Immortal youth, time works no change In thee,
Abundant life Is thine, throughout eternity.

Appointment

to West Point.

Arthur Dow Newman of Fryeburg has
received word that be has successfully
passed all his examinations for admission to WeRt Point. Mr. Newman is
the third son of Mr. and Mrs. Benjimin
T. Newman of Fryeburg and a grandson
of the late Col. A. A. Gibson, who was
also a graduate of this school. He is a
persevering young man of good abilities,
interested in military work and will no
doubt be successful in hie chosen profes-

sion.

He received his preparatory edu-

cation at Fryeburg Academy, Dartmouth
College and at a New York military
School. He was appointed by Senator
William P. Frye.

PRESIDENT HELPS ORPHANS.
Mrs. Mae Hadley has been visiting
Hundreds of orphans have been helpMre. M. A. Sturtevant recently.
id by the President of the Industrial
Farmers in this vioinity are finding ; rod Orphan's Home at Macon, Qa who
jrown-tail moth nests quite numerous. irrites: "We have used Electric Bitters
Qrover Keene is driving team for J. η this Institution for nine years. It has
tf. Millett.
proved a most excellent medicine for
Hazel Warren spent Sunday at borne. stomach, Liver and Kidney troubles.
Sanford Conant and daughter called at SVe regard it as one of the best family
3. F. Heald'e Sunday.
nedioines on earth." It invigorates all
Ellen Cole has been visiting Eola rital organs, purifies the blood, aids diSwallow, taking in the entertainment. { gestion, creates appetite. To strengthen
Harry Record of Hebron was in the tnd build up pale, thin, weak children
>r run down people it has no equal. Best
place last week.
The comet has attracted the attention for female complaints. Only 50o. at the
)f many people in thla vioinity.
pharmacy of F. ▲. Shortleff A Co.

A SWIFT STORY.
Th· Way the Dean Rebuked His Publisher, Faulkner.

Why

does Great Britian
its oatmeal of us?

N

buy

Certainly it seeme like carrying
coal» to Newcastle to speak of exporting oatmeal to Scotland and yet, every

year the Quaker Oats Company sends
hundreds of thousands of cases of
uaker Oats to Great Britian and

We also rent them—$1.00 per day ; 10 cts. per
hour. No charge less than 50 cts. Call and
see them.
Buy a Machine and do your own and your

neighbors' cleaning.

urope.

The

reason

is simple;

while the

Scotch have for centuries
eaten oatmeal in quantities and with a

English and

regularity that has made them the
most rugged physically, and active
mentally of all people, the American
has been eating oatmeal and
trying all
the time to improve the methods of
manufacture so that he might get that
desirable foreign trade.

N.

Dayton Bolster Co.

How well he has succeeded would
be seen at a glance at the export reports on Quaker Oats. This brand is
without a rival; is packed in regular
10c packages, and in large size family
SI
packages at 25c.

What

Sage will
Money Back.

Parisian
or

of

do

We announce our clearsale of men's high
grade|suits and overcoats.
This sale offers a chance
to save money on your

Stop falling hair in

two weeks.
Cure dandruff in two weeks.
hair.
Stop splitting

Stop itching scalp immediately.

wearing apparel.

Grow more hair.
Make harsh hair soft, silky and luxuriant.
Brightens up the hair and eyebrows.
As a hair dressing it is without a peer
—it contaiDS nothing that can possibly
harm the hair, it is not sticky, oily or
greasy—it Is used by thousands to keep
the hair healthy—it prevents as well as
cures scalp disease.
For woman and children Parisian Sage
is the most delightful hair dreesing and
should be in every home. P. A. Shurtleff
«& Co. sell it for 50 cents a large bottle.
Ask for Parisian Sage.

$18.00

bagwig and

other

$14.00

$12.00
Winter Weight Suits for

$10.00
Green and gray

packing with

a

I/onIn a
have
him

rtea In his ear."

The Game of Moum.
tbe
translated
from
gaine,
French, can be played in or out of
Joori.
Cats are represented by persons, who form a circle by holding
bunds. One player, tbe mouse, walks
around outside the circle of cats. When
he sees α good chance he strikes one
of the cats with bis handt and immediThia

away, passing in and out of
the circle between the cats, who hold
their clasped bands high enough for
him to get through. Tbe cat who bas
been touched ruus after bim and must
pass through exactly tLe same openings taken by tbe mouse. If tbe cat
catches the mouse he then becomes
mouse himself, and tbe moose takes
the cat's place.

ately

runs

in

great

$10.00
Weight

Winter

Suits for

$7.50
^

Swift received him ceremoniously
ns an entire stranger and asked:
'Trny, sir, what are your commands

cordially by Swift who, having .wel-

patterns

variety.

ies.

comed him "on his return from
don," said:
"There was an Impudent fellow
laced waistcoat who would fain
passed for you. but I soon sent

Suits for

Four distinct lines of all wool caseiraeree, made by Hart, Scbaffner
& Marx, which is a guarantee of
their worth.

fopper-

with me?"
"1 thought It iny duty to wait upon
you. sir. on my return from London."
"Pray. sir. who are you?"
"George Faulkner, the printer."
"You George Faulkner, the printer!
Why. thou art the most impudent,
barefaced Impostor 1 ever hoard of!
George Faulkner la a aober. sedate citizen and would never trick himself out
In lace and other fopperies. Get you
about your business and thank your
stars that 1 do not send you to tbe
house of correction!"
Poor George returned home and,
having changed his dresft, returned to
the deanery and was received most

Weight

Winter

business for Swift, called to see the
dean, having arrayed himself in a laced
a

·

•

ance

An amusing story of George Faulkner, the printer of many of Dean
Swift's works, who lived In Parliament
street, Dublin, Is told by Mr. Wllmot Harrison in "Memorable Dublin
Houses."
Mr. Harrison relates how
Faulkner, after a visit to London on

waistcoat,

Ready-tO'Wear

Garments.

Extra values for the price.
of patterns.

Overcoats
C*P7rt|ht looo tr Hart Scbaffocr te MM

H, B. Foster,

Lots

8,1 marked down in
the same proportion.

All sizes.

Norway,

Ore Price

Clothier,

Maine.

SPECIAL SALE
Opens FRIDAY, FEB. 4th, and

Electric
Bitters

Succeed when everything else fails.
In nervous prostration and female
weaknesses they are the supreme
remedy, as thousands have testified.

will continue until all

39 Pieces—1476/4

over a

druggist's

ever

sold

counter.

HOTICE.
in the District Court of the United State· for tbe
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

of
)
ARSENE DUCHARME,
J In Bankruptcy.
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor· of Areene Ducharme, In the
bounty of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 15th day of
Feb., A. D 1009. the said Arscne Ducharme
raa duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flnt
nee tin κ of his creditor* will l>e held at the ofllce
< if the Referee, No. 8 Market 8quare, South Paris,
>
in the 16th day of Feb., A. D. 1910, at 10 o'clock
ft
η the forenoon, at which time the (aid creditor*
^
nay attend, prove their claim·, appoint κ
rustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
uch other business as may properly come be- 4
ore Mid meeting.
South Paris, Feb. 4,1910.
WALTER L. G RAT.
Referee In Bankruptey.
in the matter

sold.

yds.

TISSUE PLISSE,
Crinkled

FOR KIDNEY|LIVER AND
STOMACH TROUBLE
it is the best medicine

are

Seersucker,

© cts. per

yd.

sold last year for 15c.
All beautiful colors and no two alike.

Same

as we

Look at them and you will
Yours

surely buy.

Sincerely,

5. B. & Z. S. Prince,
NORWAY,

MAINE.

The Mxtovfl

flemocral

Mrs. Fred E. Hall went to Portlanc
for a short visit with relatives

Saturday

SOCTH PARIS POST OÏTIC*.
A. M-to 7 30 r. M.
Office Hour»: 730

George U. Clark Is at home from thi
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

ORAÛD TRCHR RAILWAY.

Stanley

Commencing September 36, 1909.
TRAIN» LRAVR SOUTH PARIS
town east)-5 :36 a. M., dally, 9:50 a. m.
4 36 p. m., dally; 6i»p

£*pt Suadiy;
A. M., dally; 335 p.m.
*.'i!Vuî> "west)—9Λ0
Sunday ; 3:47 P.M.. dally ; 10 nS
:

"

sut

u

a

ej.t
lay only.

v—it.

ongregaUoeal Church, Rev. A. T. Mc
Preaching service, 10 « a m ;
.oolll 45 A.M.; Y. P. S. C. fc· t>«
KvetdBK service 7:00 p. m.; Church
ling Wednesday evening at 7:30 ρ ».
oiberwta© connected, arc cordially In

t P&£

u

."ι.
v,

Church. Rev T. N. Kewlev. Pastor
10 Λ0 A. M..
jv, r.umlng prayeruieetlng
,.',ervlce 10:4Λ a. *.; Sabbath Schoo
League Meeting 6 00 p. M.;
c ι.worth
t'tig Wednesday evening 7:30; class
i'nt Krldtv venin* 7 30.
Bn. J. Wallace Chesbro,
10:45 a.
u -unday, preaching service
*· hoof 12 M ; Y. P. S. C. Β., 6:15 P.
.ι
even
er neeUng 7 Λ» P. m.; Wednesday
All are
Seats free.
..er service 7:».
lh,>i

-t

.U:
R.

\

V

STATED MKKTINQS.
M —Pari
Lodge. So. 94. Keirular
a·. -venin* on or before fulliroon.
1 Mount Mica l.odge, regular meetevening of eaen week.—Aurora
r*
and thirl Monday evening»
Pie isan· Rebekah Lodge, No.
ond tn '■ fourth Κ rid ay β or each
Kelt 'ws' Hall.
K. Kimball Poet, No. 148. meets
<a:urday evenings of each
K. llall
ai: Circle, Ladles of the U. A.
1
thirl >aturday evenings of
nd ArmX Hall.
Chamiierlaln Camp meets
Saturday evenings of each
int

range, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
trd Saturday; during the
car. meets every Saturday, In
>

ond and fourth

Lilliam Shaw

went to Boston
Saturday for a three weeks' visit among
relatives and friends.
Mrs. J. D. Haynes will entertain the
Ladies' Whist Club at her home Thursday afternoon at the usual hour.
A sociable under the auspices of the
Paris High School Athletic Association
was held in New Hall Friday evening.
A box supper will be held in the vestry
of the M. E. church Friday evening.
Supper at usual hour, followed by a
social.

ec'

Lo lge. No. 31. meets every
Pythlau Hall.

.t

,:ul Mrs F. Ν Wright have been
friends in Portland for a few
,iau
»vs.

!' trlin «I Wilton is the guest
Mr. and Mrs. W. H.

I

An entertainment will be given in
Grange Hall next Saturday evening, one
feature of which will be a farce entitled
Dane's Dress Suit Case.'
Hamlin Temple, P. S., will entertain
Craigie Temple of Oxford and Lake
Temple of Norway, Tuesday evening.
Craigie Temple will exemplify the work
upon

two

candidates.

Mrs. Ε.

H.

Bonney

gave

a

very

in-

teresting account of her trip to Alaska,
at the Baptist vestry last Saturday after-

Those who were detained at
home lost a rare treat, equal to a twentytive cent lecture.

noon.

Advertised letters in South Paris poet
Mondays of office Feb. 7:

ny Brook Lodge, No. 181,
rth Wednesday evenings

Mrs V

Miss Maud Carter came home Friday,
to Boston on the early tralc

returning
Monday.

The annual ladies' night will be obPreaching service ev served by Hamlin Lodge, K. of P., fcriat
School
Sunday
>,t lr »5 a. m.
with a supper and
Y. P. C. U. day evening, Fob. 18,
or l olon at 3:30 P. M.
entertainment.

•1

■»

has been at home
of Maine for a few

Church.

t

at 7 p.

University

days.

Mrs.

CHURCHES.

Wheeler

from the

Mrs. E. J. Peunely.
Mrs. Estelle Swift.
Mr. M Irrlog MeFernald.
J. P. Wltham.

Owing to the necessary absence of Rev.
Mr. Miller, the service at the Universalist church next Sunday j»ill be held at
2:30 P. M., and the sermon will be by
Rev. M. C. Ward of Norway. The Sunday School will be held at 1 ο clock.

month of mild winter weather,
have something that is a little
id hog was out on Candlemas more old-fashioned. A foot of snow on
^•r
in wasn't it was because he
the ground, thermometer from 5 to 16
t k r. w eno ugh.
below zero Monday morning, and a
remind us that it is
Γ. Thayer was at home from lively gale blowing,
some weeks to spring.
two days last week, coming to yet
e clerks' ball Tuesday evening.
Winifred Paterson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Paterson, observed her
M try H. Taylor, accompanied by
last Thursday with a
ram Thompson of Chestnut 11 ill, eighth birthday
party, at which she entertained fifteen
relawith
a
few
days
spending
Refreshments
of her little friends.
tive- c»re.
were served and games were played, and
•rkV ball at Norway last Tues- the time was enjoyed generally.
A
:,
-ning was wel'· attended from number of presents were brought for
as is usually the case with the hostess.
ti function.
t
Monday morning was the time for the
'!. Motley, who was formerly sale of real estate for unpaid taxes. In
waa short time one of the the town of 1'aris there were only four
: Hotel Audrews, his the parcels to be sold, with a total of taxes
,iy clerk at the Elm House due of 137.10. Collector Alfred H.
Jackson sold these at New Hall, the sale
in Auburn.
time.
a few minutes
Holmes, superintendent of occupying only
I w
Three of the four parcels were bidden in
) strict, will conduct the
\
church Tues- by the towD, the other going to N. DayAfter

we

ν

vï : I:

>a

.ι

Methodist
and quarterly conference

a

now

ton

Bolster.

Rowe, one of the supervisors of
in the Portland
f Joshua L. Chamberlain writing and drawing
a
V.. will be held at Grand schools, gave very interesting, practical
talk
ou writing for the
instructive
and
Tuesday evening, wben the
benefit of the Paris and Norway teachers
.rrendering the charter will at the
high school buikliog last Saturday
be considered.
forenoon.
It is hoped that he may be
ο» ifounded iconoclast, will secured for a similar talk next term, as
> w
Ί-lieve all the traditional all who heard him feel that the occasion
will you was a most
»> sayings—or
profitable one.
ϋ scientilic knowledge and
rv_ 'Pi
J~«» »>>■'·
♦*»«
Coui ι. >n seijse'.'
men of the Congregational church will
Ι,ΊΙΟΊ in
The general
fjVI··
I serve their annual supper.
nin<{ for youug ladies aud public is invited to come aud see that
>se interested are requestthe uien'a cooking is better this year
Engine House Hull oo Fri- than ever before. After the supper an
; t this week at 7:13 o'clock
entertaiument will be given consisting of
<ii.·
several readings by Mr. Qui m by of
ren.iine of Eva Mae, the 6 yearBates College, who is already known in
»
r of Mr. and Mrs. George C.
this place as an artist in bis line, and the
« of
Norway but formerly of
balance of the programme will be given
were brought here for inbv the Bates Male Quartette, of which
■'·
iay. She died on Wednes- Mr.
Roy E. Cole of this place is a memday.
4
Local ptople will be interested to
'ber.
have
aud
Clifford
family
know also that one of the siugers is a eon
: fiiree years among the good peoof Kev. E. A. Davis, the new pastor of
Usual
f
-rroog. lu April they plan to the South Paris Baptist church.
do not hope to find abetter admission.
1 be tine, new parsonage has been
An examination of applicants for
ad· ight.
positions as census enumerators was
may be surprising to some, con- held at the grand jury room Saturday.
«
'g our mild winter, to learu that The examinations were all held on the
ly the temperature for tbe mouth same day, the other towns in Oxford
in
inuary was below the normal
County where they were scheduled beΜ
·.
The tiret part of the month was ing Betbel, Rumford
and Fryeburg.
than
offset
it
more
Postmaster Samuel F. Divis was in
verely cold that
latter
ti
.nildness of tbe
part.
charge of the examination here, it being
his duty to seal up the several papers
-«
Tie time still left to get after the
and transmit them to Morrill N. Drew of
-'ails. A lot of valuable time has
Portland, the supervisor in this district.
'St, while tbe snow was thin and
Twelve applicants appeared here and
'■·:
« a* a good chance to get around
took the examination, as follows:
■ar off tbe trees, and there are
follow.

Mr.

:

«

v.—.

■

scattered around thecouo

nests

it there is
them!

trv

aft

τ

no excuse

for.

Get

Swart brothers are doing quite an
ve job of decorating in the corrti rs and tbe attorneys' room at the
»tirf
>use, which had got to looking
Pr?"> babby. Tbe court room will be
d'Jii
there is not
but
over
later,
'·■'·
re March court, so it will have
f
t until after that.
et

Herbert C. Thomas, Sum nor.
William K. Smith, Oxford.
Charles C Warren, Welch villi.
Arthur C. Walker, Oxford.
George H Davit, South Paris.
Charle* Edwards, S nth Pari·.
George A. foster, Ox fori.
Allen T. Crooker, Norwav.
Stuart W Goodwin,Norwav.
Stanley M. Wheeler. South Parle.
John ΐ. Parson», South Parle.
Frederick R Pen lev. West Parle.

Why

plays, though rather
opening, is nearly upon us.
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Should the Town of Paris
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VILLAGE
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the last of this month tbe
iliev Farm," will be presented
For the reason that the town haH beauspices of Mrs. Ordway's come directly the unit of governing
*
the Methodist Sunday School,
and now controls schools, highν
with the Uni- power and
in connection
through its board of health,
ways,
uts.i i«; fAir in
March will be "Oak ma'ters
relating to public health.
Farm."
school diswe had
:

tne

><

lot of second-hand books
r-'ai
public vendue in Boston on
I irs. i,· were the following books of
iterest, the prices which tbey
I

"

1

i

i m a
,it

twenty
Formerly,
tricts—little republics by themselves—
with so much school money per scholar,
but the constant concentration of the

gave the vil•<eing as respectively annexed lage too large a part of the money.
Centennial History of Norway, Therefore, the state gave us the town
<
apham and Maxim's History of system of schools in place of the district
■'·William B. Lapham's Hie system.
*'
The same conditions with regard to
·: Kuinford, $2.
the old highway districts, the villages
•Seueca Club will be entertained with more money than tbey needed and
Dennison and Mrs. Shurtleff the rural parts of the town with less
■·>' v s.
"idav evening at Mrs. Dennison'e. than tbey could get along with, resulted
( 'gramme includes roll call—say- in the present c isb tax for the highways
Mis·» and the road commissioners.
ings ·: Lincoln; paper, Atlanta,
k,r: bio«raPhy
Lane
of James
The town is under as much obligation
AM
-V"·:
"The
Ming I> iiiglase; review of
to provide means for the proper protec:
Law," Mrs. Shurtleff; reading, tion of the health of its inhabitants as it
Perfect Tribute," Miss Thayer.
is to maintain schools and highways.
Citizen.
vvijot of Rev.
Chester Gore
r i>e:ng affected with a severe cold
Candidate for Representative.
(Menées, it was necessary to poetTo the legal voters of the class towns
hid
have
."«i*'
lecture, which was to
of Pari·, Buckrield and Milton Planta'he entertainment in connection
tion :
*ι·'> the
the
of
UniFebruary supper
I shall be a candidate for the Re*« -» i.st (Îood Cheer
Society last Tuesnomination as representative to
day evening. The supper was held ac- publican
and shall be pleased
the next
1
'"Iidk to announcement, with a socia- to receivelegislature
the endorsement of the Re''''lowing, and a fair attendance. publicans of the above named district.
Mr. Miller's lecture will be
given later In the apportionment of timo made after
!r lay morning the much-reviled snow the formation of the districts, Paris was
If
; >γλ·
the street railway was out about to have the representative for 1911.
and elected by the people I
* : I ;nt five in tbe
morning, and had nominated
shall endeavor to serve them to the beet
<e track
open so that the first car got
of my ability.
over b.«re
very nearly on time. This is a
Alton C. Wheeler.
Rreat improvement for those who wish
"
tke the first car, over tbe plan which
Board of Trade Meeting.
basso much prevailed in the
past, of
South Paris Board of Trade will hold
Parting at 0:30, and frequently being
a meeting Monday night at seven o'clock
>ra f Tty-tive to
sixty minutes plowing at the assessors'office. This meeting is
tue road, and
making everybody of much importance to all interested in
town affairs and every member of the
The Euterpean Club holds it· Febru- South Paris Hoard of Trade and all citiary meeting with Mrs. Wilson thia Mon- zens are invited to attend this meeting.
afternoon. The topic of the afterJ. Hastings Bean, President.
ls "American
W. L. Ghat, Secretary.
Composers," and the
Ρ "gramme to be given i· as follows;
Card of Thanks.
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in the
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Mossy Pll-

I wish to extend my heartfelt thank*
neighbors, friends, aled factory
workmen and members of secret order·,

to the

who by their many acts of kindness have
shown their respect and sympathy daring oar recent sad bereavement.
Nellie M. Powers and Family.

Mr·. Burnham
Yre Snjlley,
tWjjyy;
utt ·Plantation
Duces. Op. 33, ArnoM

ίοΐΛϋ.'?

Mr.. Morton.

V^cal ««'ο- To Mr Lover,"
Jack»on
Piano »oi«_MUe
"«"fuse,"
Mrs. Hiickett.
»0cal «ο!ο_ 'β

"Just Hera mie,

f6 "To-morrow,"

1"Λ0"
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The community has suffered a great
loss in the death of Rev. Bates S. Rideout, for more than twenty-two years
pastor of the Secoud Congregational
Church of Norway, which occurred on
Saturday afternoon, Feb. 5. Mr. Rideout was taken ill just a week previous,
with the grippe. It was a very severe
attack of that disease, affecting apparently every organ of the body, and it proved
fatal as stated, being beyond the power
of physicians.
Mr. Rideout was born in Garland,
He attended the
Maine, Sept. 19, 1853
common schools of the town, and fitted
for college at Corinth Academy and the
Maine Central Institute at Pittsfield.
He graduated from Bates College in the
class of 1881, and subsequently attended
Cobb Divinity School at Lewiston and
·
Andover Theological Seminary.
For two years after finishing bis work
in the theological school he was secretary of the Young Men's Christian Association in Bristol, Conn., and for one
year held a similar position in Auburn,
Maine. During bis preparatory work he
supplied for a year the Congregational
church at Strong, and had supplied for
oue summer at East Sumner, but his
first settled pastorate was at the Norway
church, where he was installed pastor in
October, 1887.
From that time until his death he was
pastor of this large and flourishing
church. He and bis people have always
worked in harmony, and this exceptionally long pastorate has been a happy
In the community, Mr.
one for all.
Kideout bas always been interested in
public affaire, and given his help to anything tending to better things. He was
au especially loyal alumnus of Bates
College. In bis intercourse with men,
he was one of the most social and genial,
and had the friendly interest and the
esteem of every one.
Mr. Rideout married in June, 1888,
Miss Rose Chadbourne of Lewiston.
She survives him, with two daughters,
Florence, now a sophomore in Bates
College, and Editb, a junior in Norway
High School. He is also survived by
two brothers, W. J. Rideout, a teacher
in the high school at Foxoroft, and Ο. T.
Rideout, who lives on the home place in
Garland, and one sister, Ellen Rideout,
who also lives at the old place.
The funeral will be held at tbe church
at 2 p. m. Tuesday, and will be attended
by Rev. Israel C. Jordan, now of Falmouth, who waa for some time at Bethel,
and had been intimately associated with
Mr. Rideout. He will be assisted in the
service by Rev. A. T. McWhorter ol
South Paris.

WON'T NEED A CRUTCH.
TOOK ALL HIS MONET.
When Editor J. P. Sossman, of Corall a man earns goes to doctori
Often
it
his
bruised
leg badly,
N. C
Qottschalk nelius,
or for inedioines, to cure a Stomach
and
salves
sore.
Many
started an ugly
Then Liver or Kidney trouble that Dr. King'i
worthless.
ointments proved
cure at
Lan»?
it
thor- New Life Pills would quiokly
healed
Salvo
Arnica
Bucklen's
Best for Dyspepsia, Indi
sure slight cost.
snd
ia
so
prompt
Nothing
Mac Powell oughly.
Biliousness, Constipation, Jaun
for Ulcers, Boils, Burns, Bruise·, Cuts, gestion,
Malaria and Debility. 25c. at F. A
Piles. dice,

Corn·, Sores, Pimple·, Eczema,
Mrs. tturatutin, Mrs. Wheeler
Shurtleff & Co.
Mrs. Brickeu, Mrs. Brl«fs. 25c. »t the store of F. A.

Sburtleff A Co.'·.

and we hope all
will avail themselves of the opportunity
Rev. J. H. Little of Bethel is a candi- to see him in his
mysterious entertaindate for Department Chaplain of the ment. All scholars and teachers in Paris
Department of Maine, G. A. R. The and Norway will be admitted to this
present Department Chaplain is a can- entertainment, also the remaining two
didate for Department Commander.
in the Star Course, for twenty-five cents
Tickets at Stone's drug store,
Ο. E. Evans of South Portland has each.
been chosen superintendent of schools where all seats will be reserved. Come
for tho district of Canton and Turner, to early and get good accommodation.
Per Order Committee.
succeed J. W. Taylor, who was appointed inspector of high schools in the state
Picturesque, Speedy and Convenient.

Catherine R. (Piper) Marston of Effingham.
Mr. Barker was a staunch Republican
in politics, and served as selectman in
enviable reputation of thirty years of
1870, 1881 and 1882, and as a member of an
the use of this
the board of education in 1877, 1891,18Θ2 cures gaioed through
We promise to make no
and 1803.
In 1889 he was a member of formula.
it fail to
the State Constitutional Convention, and charge for the medicine should
We urge everybody
he served the County of Carroll for two do as we claim.
of suoh a medicine to try
terms as commissioner. After the de- who has need
of Andrew J.

1889, he

Oxford Pomona Orange.

LewiR Chamblin, of Manchester, Ohio,
R. R. No. 3, "as when a frightful cough
and lung trouble pulled me down to 115
pounds in spite of many remedies and
the best doctors. And that I am alive
to-day is due solely to Dr. King's New

[

Next meeting of Oxford Pomona will
be at West Paris, March let. Program:
Opening ceremony.
Ituslness.
Music.

It would be betQuestion : Resolved, "Thatsection
to make a

ter for farmers In this
specialty of fruit growing rather than
L. Wyman,
dairying." Affirmative, F.
E. L. Burns; negative, Q. W. Q. Per ham,
Discussion.
L. A. Brook·.

Paper

Reading
Music.
M title Id charge of Mrs. Chaa. Marshall.
SacBBTAar.

Man Killed at Byron.
Ector Pippin, while at work at the
mine of the Oxford Gold Mine Company
in Byron, was crushed by a large atone
wbioh rolled down the aide of the
mountain and fell into the pit where
he waa at work. He lived about ten
minutes after the accident. Coroner H.
L. Elliott of Rumford was summoned
and held an inquest, the verdiot of the
jary being that it waa purely an accident.
Pippin'· home waa formerly in Canada,

but very little ia known «boat him.

\

All Ban Down,
Weak and rolxerable. If yon have kidney or
bladder trouble, headache, pains In the back,
(eel tired all over and want a pleasant herb euro,
try Mother Gray's AVMTllAI.IAIV-I.BaF.
All Druggist*,
As a regulator It has no equal.
Ask today.
Adareee,
60c.
Sample FREE.
36
The Mother Gray Co., Le Roy, Ν. T.
Don't G«t

If Ton Are a Trifle Sensitive
About the else of your shoes. It's some satlsfsctlon to know that many people can wear shoes a
size smaller by sprinkling Allen's Foot-Ease Into
them. Just the tnlng for Patent Leather 8hoee,

and for breaking la New Shoes. Sold Every3-6
where, 26c.
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price
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Style

$1.50,
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NORWAY,

National Bank Protection

Closing Out

at

Born.
Parle, Feb. 1, to the wife of Roecoe F. Mareton, a daughter.
In Norway, Feb. 2, to the wife of Regnal! S.
Dlntmore, a daughter.
In Norway, Feb. 1, to the wife of Howard L.
Drake, a daughter.
In Norway, Jan. 30, to the wife of Harry F.
Greenleaf, a «on.
In Greenwood, Jan. 28, to the wife of G. C.
Yates, a eon.

a

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF

Low Price:

Died.
In South Parle, Feb. 5, Edwin Morgan, aged
87 yeare.
In Norway, Feb. 3, Frank R. Taylor, aged 57
(rears
In Norway, Jan. 29, Infant daughter of Mr.
and Mre. Paul Locke.
In Norway, Feb. 1, Leslie Froet, eon of Mr.
&nd Mre. Herbert P. Froet, aged 2 years.
In Norway, Jan. 31, Mre. Nancy F. Cordwell,
wife of Wlnfleld S. Cordwell, aged 71 years, 1
month, 19 days.
In Norway, Feb. 2, Eva Mae, daughter of Mr.
iml Mre. George C. Aldrlch, aged 6 years.
In Locke's Mille, Feb. 3, Mrs. Helen A.
Crookcr of Norway.
In Greenwood, Feb. 3, Infant eon of Mr. and
Mre. G. C. Yates.
In Hiram, Feb. 2, Freedom Wadeworth, aged
59 years.
In Weet Sumner, Feb, *, Mr. H. Mellen Buck,
iged 70 years.
In Norway, Feb. 5, Rev. Rates S. Rldeout,
ïged 56 years.
In Norway, Feb. 3, John M. Keneraon, aged
M years.

NOTICE.
The subecrlber hereby gives notice that she
bas been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of
JOSEPH F. TWITCHELL, late of Hiram,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonde as the law directs. All pereone having
demande against the eetate of eald deceased
ire desired to present the eame for eettlcment,
md all Indebted thereto are requeeted to make
payment Immediately.
MRS. ANNETTE W. BRACKETT.
Jan. 18th, 1910.

Two Trunks.
One Suit Case.
Δ few pairs of Men's
Felts and Rubbers.
Men's and Children's
Shoes.
One Fur Coat-second
hand.
One Show Case.
A full line of Sleigh
Heaters.
Collar Pads 40c. 75c.
a pair while this lot
lasts.
A good stock of Horse
Blankets at a low price.
11-4 inch Halter and
Rope for $1.00.

C. W.

Clarkej

,

FOR

solicit your business and
your interests

faithfully

NORWAY,

OF
<

BLUE STORES.

AT

are

June

July
Aug.
Sept
Oct

$5.00, $4.00, $3.00 Suit.

Jan.

1, '10,

283

1,10,

305

We

serve

courtesy

the small depositor with the same
and promptness as the large.

14.00
12.00
10.00

F.

Opportunity.

NOYES

H.

CO.,
NORWAY.

SOUTH PARIS.

HATS

prices to close out
the Fall and Winter Millinery.
Company,
Also a complete line of Ladies' and
Main·.

Trust

ris

$15.00

About all ages from 3 to 16.

Don't Waste This

143
169
178
201
214
230
244
257
272

1,'09,
.

Cutting Prices

See Prices.
you ever paid. Look in our windows.
BOYS' AND YOUTHS' SUITS AND OVERCOATS
sold at $1.00 to $3.00 off.
BOYS' KNEE SUITS AND KNEE PANTS are ineluded in the Sale, 50c to $1.00 reduction.
Some more SPECIAL BIG BARGAINS in Straight
Pant Knee Suits. For $2.38 you can pick out a $6.00,

104
118

Dec.

Feb.

are

a

$ro.oo
7.50
6.00
$ 7.50
FUR COATS, Ladies' and Men's,
$4.00 to 10.00 oti.
MEN'S ODD TROUSERS,
40c to $1.00 Discount.
MEN'S WINTER UNDERWEAR at prices as low as

38
78

1, '09,

Nov.

about how high everything is and the
fair way of going even higher. But

now

be in

Overcoats,
Overcoats,
Overcoats,
Overcoats,
Suits and Overcoats,
Suits and Overcoats,

INDUSTRIES.

1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,

to

Suits and
$30.00
Suits and
$18.00
$17.00, 16 00, 15.00 Suits and
$14.00, 13.00, 12.00 Suite and

DEPO8ITOR8 :

Apr.
May

talking

On Our Winter Suits and Overcoats
and Fur Coats.

If you are not one of our depositors already, why
not open a check account with this strong and
growing BANK and add one more to
this list. If you live in this town and
carry a check account with some
other bank, your interests ought
to be centered enough to give
us part of your account, if
not all, and help support

1, '09,
1, '09,

all

seem

We

Are You One of the 300

Feb.
Mar.

Buy of Us

To
We

1, '09,

Money Saved
Now.

It's

MAINE.

1, '08,

possible price.

Tolophono 11Q-8.

prices

Dec.
Jan.

Feet !

the

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

Frothingham's,

HOME

MAINE.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

TRUNKS and BAGS

PARIS,

serve

This is the season when we are obliged
And let
to have comfortable Footwear.
us remind you that you can find here anything you need to keep your feet warm
and dry. A good assortment of all kinds

HARNESS,
AND BLANKETS,

SOUTH

to

11

Comfort for

ROBES

W. O.

ourselves

ι

Maine.

YOU WILL FIND Δ GOOD LINE OF

PEICES

pledge

and well.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

Harness Maker,
Block, Under P. 0.

SEASONABLE

MONEY.

YOUR

at the lowest

AT

MAINE,

The officers of this Bank are glad to give its depositors not merely the ordinary business courtesies, but
wherever possible their help and counsel as well. We

I. 0. 0. F.

South Paris,

NORWAY.

has followed strictly the policy of straightforward, legitimate, safe banking and is,
to-day, the oldest and strongest National
Bank in Oxford County.
Our books are examined by National
Bank Examiners under the supervision of
the Comptroller of the Currency at least
twice a year.
There is no better security than that

In

weigh 160 pounds

trouble and all bronchial affections. 50o.
and #1.00. A trial bottle free. Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

ro reason

LOT.

Includes several

^t/l«|

me.

and can work
It also cured my four children of
croup." Infallible for Coagbs and
Paris Orange. Colds, it's the most certain remedy for
Grace Stevens. La
Grippe, Asthma, desperate lung

hard.

It stands

FIRST

New stock made of good material with the
modish cut and graceful lines of the present
styles, five clasp, two pairs hose supporters,
top finished with lace and ribbon, sizes 18 to
30. Made to sell for $1.00; sale price 79c.

afford to make such statements and give
Sold for $1.00; sale
29c.
to this
our own personal guarantee
to
not
if
we
were
prove
prepared
remedy
the reasonableness of our claim in every
want to call your attention to our regular lines of high gride
particular, and we see no reason why
Corsets such as the THOMSON'S GLOVE FITTING, for
any one should hesitate to accept our
offer and try it. We have two sizes of
over
years have been famous throughout the world for
Rexall Mucu-Tone, priccs 50 cents and models of
and
effects, for $1.00, $1.50 and $2.00.
Is
bottle
$1.00. Sometimes a 50-cent
are
Corset with relief straps.
"self
NEMO
THE
reducing"
a
As
relief.
marked
sufficient to give
corset for stout women.
the world over as the
Is
case
chronic
most
the
acknowledged
general thing
relieved with an average of three large It is safe to say that every woman who wears Nemo Corsets reduces her
previous.
bottles. You can obtain Rexall Remedies corset bills at least one-half.
Prices $3 00 and $4.00.
Always ready to aid in any work which
at our store,—The
would be for the betterment of his adopt- in South Paris only
The P. N. Corset has become one of the best medium priced corset
F. A. Sburtleff & Co.
ed town, he helped largely in establish- Rexall Store.
the dominant factor of
has always been, and is
ever known.
ing the Free Public Library at Effingham
Corsets. Price $1.00,
$2.00.
N.
all
P.
Centre in 1894.
London Assurance
He was a member of Charter Oak
as
as
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1909.
long
Lodge, A. F. and A. M., and,
health would permit, was prominent in Stocks ami Bonde
$ 2,337,590 71
154,859 55
local Masonic circles. He was buried Cash In Office and Bank,
418,039 04
Balances
with Masonic honors Jan. 5, 1910. The Agent»'
34,9fi3 74
Interest and Rents,
2f852 69
funeral service was conducted by Rev. All other Assets,
Mr. Reed of Ossipee and Rev. Mr. Gratten
Gross Assets,
$ 3,447,805 73
of Effingham Falls. On the casket with Dednct Items not admitted,
70,337 93
the Masonic emblems and floral tributes
80
$
Admitted
3,377,467
Assets,
was draped a flag from Thomas L. Ambrose Post, No 73, Ossipee Center, of
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909.
which Mr. Barker was a member. The Net Unpaid Losses
....$ 223,176 98
l,8Se,--'98 52
Premiums,
eongs, "Passing out of the Shadow," Unearned
118,800 76
Allother Liabilities
"Jesus, Lover of ray Soul," and "Beauti- Surplus over all Liabilities
1,149,691 54
ful Isle of Somewhere," were very beauf 3,377,467 SO
Total Liabilities and Surplus,
tifully sung.
W. J. WHEELER & CO.. Agents,
The deceased is survived by a widow,
Sonth Parts, Maine.
a daughter, Kate E., a brother, above
mentioned, three nieces, Mrs. VV. A.
Thomas, Cleveland, O., and Mrs. Lena
Wirt and Mrs. Dora Coleman, Washingmeans a great deal to you as a depositor.
ton, D. €. ; and four nephews, Eugene F.
For thirty-eight years
Davis, Woodman, N. H., Dr. J. S.
Barker, Kenhebunk, Me., Dr. John
Stearns, Washington, D. C., and Roland
M. Barker, Johnstown, Pa.

SAVED FROM AWFUL PERIL.
"I never felt so near my grave," writes

Now I

June, Bexall liuou-Tone.

was appointed town treasurer,
which office he held at the time of bis
death.
He was a natural historian, and wrote
many interesting artioles relating to the
early history of Effingham which were
published in the county papers. The
the Carroll
sketch of Effingham in
County History published in 1889, came
from his pen, and was written after
much laborious research, as the records
had been destroyed by Are a short time

reached on the Bangor and Aroostook
Railroad.

Discovery, which completely cared

Wedgewood

in

This sale includes one lot of
NEW CORSETS and several lots
taken from our regular stock, which,
we have marked at a very low

price.

1805, and attended school st the Now
Masonio Charitable Institute.
November 17, 1872, he married Lucretia
M. Marston, daughter of Abram F. and

|

tended over the state
wedge.
Portland some sixteen inches was rein a numfall
there
heaviest
the
ported,
ber of years. This thinned out to about
six inches at Bangor, and dwindled
down to nothing when Grindstone was

a

mucous

England

cease

CORSET SALE!

catarrhal condition of the
membrane, which is an internal
skin of the body. When thi· skin is
weakened it beoomes easily infected
with germa which cause many of the
diseases to which flesh is heir. Healthy
mucous membranes are essential safe*
guards of the body's general health.
An excellent aid in the prevention of
coughs, colds, pneumonia, and such like /II a
infectious diseases, is a remedy that will
i
prevent or cure catarrh.
We have a remedy which we honestly f y VI
believe to be unsurpassed in excellence
for the prevention of coughs, colds and
all catarrhal conditions. It is the prescription of a famous physician, who has
daces

30), 1864, and the capture of
Petersburg, April 2, 1865. For many
years he was a regular attendant at the
re-unions of the 32d Maine regiment.
He went to Effingham in the fall of

educational department.
These are three points that appeal to
Alfreds. Cook, official tester for the the
traveler, either for business or pleasOxford Connty Dairy Testing Associa- use, and are the three points pre-emition, has resigned his position and has nently associated with the Grand Trunk
taken up work with the state department route to the Pacific coast.
of agriculture, being in charge of the
One way and round trip tickets on sale
field work of the seed improvement di- to Northern and Southern Pacific Coast
fori
as
tester
vision. He is succeeded
points.
the dairy association by A. H. Stevens [
Drop a postal, stating your objective
of Norridgewock, a graduate in agripoint, to J. Quinlan, D. P. Α., Montreal,
culture of the University of Maine.
or any G. T. R. Representative, and full
particulars of rates, routes, trains, etc.,
Fruit Growers' Meeting.
will be cheerfully sent you by return.
The February meeting of the Oxford
The storm of Thursday and Thursday
County Fruit Growers' Association wiil {
nearer Maine than some of the
be held at West Paris Grange Hall on night got
we have had this winter, and exothers
o'clock.
10
Thursday, Feb. 10th, at
At
in a
Prof. Yeaton of Augusta, F. H. Morsel
of Waterford and R. L. Cummings of
West Paris will talk on the various topics
connected with fruit culture. All interested in fruit culture are cordially invited to be present and take part in the discissions. Dinner will be furnished by
West Paris Grange at a fair price. Re- !
dnced rates on Grand Trunk Railway.

Good Advice Begardlng the
Prevention of Coughs
and Golds
If people would only fortify and
strengthen the system, the majority of
oases of coughs, cold· and pneompnia
might be avoided. These troubles are
frequently due to weakness, which pro-

ber

poetry,
history, art, music, philosophy and religion. We perish without love and | We wieb to call attention to the third
number in the Star Entertainment
good cheer.
Howard A. Clifford.
Course to be given at the Norway Opera
House on Tuesday evening, Feb. 15.
Prof. Wilson, the magician, comes to us
Personal.

highly recommended,

The Cause of Golds.

Weston Barker.

Francisco Weston Barker, born April
17,1846, in Loveii, died January 1 at hia
borne in Effingham, Ν. H. He was the
son of John and Selina (Little) Barker,
and one of a family of six children, all
of whom are now dead ezoept one
brother, Eagene V. Barker, of Johnstown, Pa. Mr. Barker enlisted before
he was eighteen years old, March 10,
1804, in Company B, 32d Maine Volunteers, and .took part in the battles of
North Anna River, Cold Harbor, Petersburg, (June 15 and 16), explosion of
mine, (July 30). Pegram Farm (Septem-

I

Vanmh

or

2L

Well,

|

ν

season

It «u a disappointment to Pari ι
Orange not to hear the apeaker who wa ι
expected Saturday afternoon. As ha< I
Howard Daviea ο Γ
been announced,
Yarmouth, a prominent member of th >
last legislature, had consented to h )
preaent and apeak on "Taxée Direct an< I
Indirect." Mr. Daviea had been indis
posed for several days but until Frlda; r
night, thought he might perhapa be abl> )
to get here, so the grange did not kno* r
of hie inability until about the time th<

In
M. P. Stile· wae at home during
in the Democrat not long ago.
Usually theCapfc.
week looking after bia town busiwhen a blunder slips from our pencil ness.
when writing for the Democrat, it shows
The matter of operating the H. F
up in print straight as a string. It Is Webb Co. corn factory In tbla place la an
"from
not
did
We
our inning now.
say
queatlon. The increased price demanhood to man," but from mammal to openι
manded by the farmers le the difficulty
lower
the
of
course,
man—meaning,
The company offer 2 1-4 and the corn
mammals, as man is a mammal, or rath- raieera demand 2 1-2 centa. It ia a mater, woman is, as man is not notorious as
to β»·000 for the town.
a milk giver.
Neither did we say "asMes. H. J. Bang· ia at Yarmouth with
! Mr,
take'that
deserts
sets"
for
were
There,
people
gathering.
While Miaa
her daughter Mildred.
1
However, preparations for the all-daj Proofreader—if that is what you call
"oinewh»t improved, she ia
or Miss, you missed it.
the
die
if
went
and
him,
on,
guests
meeting
still under the oare of a trained nurse.
Mr. Whitney of the Milk Dairying
not get just what they expected to hear !
Mrs. Bangs waa at home for a day tbla
tbey were given first-class entertainment Association spent the night here on his W06K·
Invitations to dinner and theafternooi monthly rounds of inspection. Beseems
Victor Partridge, of the firm of Partsession bad been given to quite a larg< to understand his business and is a thorhae excepted a position
of
the
a
number of the citizens, in various pro oughly pleasant fellow, graduate
with the firm of B. P. Spinney & Co.
are
H.
D.
and
of
He
Maine.
tbeii University
fessions and occupations, and
The union temperance meeting Sun·
families.
attending a dairy meeting at East Sum- day at the M. E. church waa fkrgely atThe invitations were not alighted, foi ner to-day, Feb. 1st.
of
Schools
Miss Elizi Record was taken to the
a good grange dinner at Paris Grange if
WhifmaD- Rev. Mr. Ward
of
None
at
a
Sc
be
tbat
can
not
but
Augusta
yesterday.
asylum
joy.
something
of the Universalis! church and Rev. Mr
about noon the people were seen gather the poor are left on the farm—the first Wentworth of the Methodist
ing from all directions. The grange time in many years, if ever.
made very interesting speeches.
Mr. Emerson and family will move to
dining room was more than filled, more
Frank P. Towne, Master of Norway
than half the feastera being guests, and the summer home of Hon. John D. Long
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil E. Dunn,
Grange
bis
wife are very
the dinner deserves all tbe good words in Marob. He and
W. A. Delano and Mrs. C. W. Ryerson
much pleased with the opening prospect, were at
tbat cau be said for it.
Bryant'a Pond Tueaday, where
After dinner the party returned to tbe and no wonder. It is an ideal place in
attended Pomona Grange.
they
mutual
And we prediot
upper ball, and after the grange mem- every way.
Τ®*,0Γ« after a long sickness,
bers bad betaken themselves to the din- satisfaction.
died at bis home at Frank Briggs' on
We hear that A. F. Warren is slowly
ing room for a short busiaess session,
Cottage Street Thursday morning. He
tbe assembly was called to order by on the gain.
was born in Pittsfleld, Mass., in 1&52
welabout
that
"Bible
who
What
Master
J.
S.
Brown,
question," the son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Worthy
comed tbe guests cordially, and then Greenwood? You greatly err in thinking lie came from
Brooklyn, N. T., to Anturned the meeting over to the lecturei that we are an "expert" on sacred
dover, Me., some twenty-six years ago.
of the grange, A. K. Morse.
things. We are more likely to be in After a residence of five years in AnWe certainly
otherwise.
Mr. Morse explained tbe absence of error than
dover he came to Norway, where he hae
the expected speaker, and said that an wish to be right. We would (or should) since lived. Never
married, was an Elk
endeavor would be made, by borrowing rather be right than to be President or a Democrat and never
engaged in busifrom some other meetings, to furnish Secretary.
Funeral at late home Friday at 2
ness.
two
Southern
We received
very pretty
something of a programme. A most exBurial at Brooklyn, Ν. Γ.
p. M.
scenes on postal cards, from Mrs. Kimcellent programme was then given.
Lena Andrews entertained the
Mrs
in
and
were
scenes
ball
Prince.
of
America
the
with
It opened
They
singing
Reading Club at her home on
Browning
near
their
nummusical
and
the
tbe
Florida,
Eustis,
audience,
temporary Fans Street Monday evening. Supper
by
bers included a song by Mr. Pike and home. Thank you, Mrs. Prince.
was served and a most pleasing evening
*
We wero interested in Kimball AtMrs. Willis, a piano solo by B. F. Cumpassed by all.
he
that
and
and
a
duet
wood'e
a
Mr.
venture,
Pike,
Grape-Fruit
by
by
mings, song
Fremont Tambling was arrested at
Mrs. Hiram Berry and Mrs. P. S. Mason. gives to the trade only of his beet. That
West Paris railway station for intoxicaFor the literary entertainment, there is the way to succeed, whether it be in tion
by H. D. Cole and was before the
was a discussion of the question, "Which the work of your hands or yonr brain. If
court and fined $0 and costs
municipal
is more to be desired, tact or talent?" one is
suspicious that there is a
The February term of the Norway
Mrs. Ellen Curtis read a paper favoring worm-hole in bis brain-fruit it should be
Municipal Court war held at Judge
the tact side of the discussion, and Mrs. suppressed. But one can not always Jones office on
Tuesday, the first day of
the
best
to
The
is
entitled
talent.
tell.
a
S. E. Jackson
public
paper favoring
the month.
Some new business.
Both were very bright and entertaining, you have, else keep still and keep dark.
The little two-year-old son of Mr. and
John.
There were readings by Mrs. A. M.
and Mrs. Herbert P. Frost died Tuesday
and
Almon
Mrs.
Churchill,
Ryereon,
1
night of pneumonia. Funeral Thursday
Edwin Morgan.
Miss Lizzie Ryereon, and Lecturer Morse
morning.
was called upon to give
"Farewell,
Edwin
a
After long sickness,
Morgan
A party of young people enjoyed a
Brother Watkins," which he did with died at the home of his daughter, Mrs.
sleigh ride to Waterford Sunday and a
good effect. An original poem by Harry Otis Morgan, in South Paris, early Sat- dinnet at the Lake House. The party
Farrar, on "The Almighty Dollar," was urday morning, at the age of 67 years. consisted of Allie Buck, Carl Boynton,
one of tbe best things on tbe programme. Mr.
Morgan has been here in South Paris Howard Maxim, JenDie Baker, Margaret
Following the grange part of the pro- I for several years, having formerly lived Baker, Fannie Boynton, Christie Hatch,
gramme, a very different line of enter- , in Massachusetts for some time. He was Emma Abbott and Lauretta Nevers.
tainment was called for from the guests, born in Greenwood, and enlisted from
A drama under direction of W. H
j that town in the Fifth Maine
a number of whom were invited to give
Regiment, Whedon, and for the benefit of the Base
and
the audience some of their thoughts,
under Col.
Clark S. Edwards, in Ball Association, will soon be given by
all accepted the invitation, not speaking November, 1861.
He was in the several local talent. The play, A Woman's
at great length, but expressing their
campaigns and battles of the active Honor, will be presented in a first class
pleasure at their entertainment, and service in which that regiment partici- manner.
talking at will on subjects pertinent to pated. After completing his term of
It is understood that new teachers in
the grange and the exercises of the ! service in the Fifth Maine, he enlisted in the
village schools, who take the places
afternoon. Those who responded were the Veteran Reserve Corps, and was in of the ones who
resigned, on account of
Rev. T. N. Kewley, Rev. A. T. McWhor- various duties in that until he was final- tbe music
in the several grades,
difficulty
ter, Ποη. James S. Wright, Alton C. ly mustered out in the autumn of 1805.
are paid a substantial increase in salary.
Wheeler, J. II. Bean, William J. WheelMr. Morgan leavee a widow, three Those who are most interested in music
er, and Arthur E. Forbes.
daughters and a eon. Only one of these, and drawing in school claim that it is a
All the guests agreed in saying tbat if Mrs. Otis Morgan of South Paris, is a needless
expense, as Miss Washburn who
they should be needed there again to resident of Maine, the homes of the superintends the instruction in these
make such an occasion complete tbey others being in Massachusetts.
branches, should teach them.
should be more than pleased to come.
The funeral was held at the UniversalJanette Russell, since the completion
ist church Sunday afternoon, attended of her school, is at work in the packing
Reception to Rev. Mr. Miller.
by Rev. Mr. Miller, the pastor of the room at the shoe factory.
A good number attended the reception church. Mr. Morgan became a member
Judge H. C. Davis fell in his wood
Rev.
to
Cheslast
Wm. shed the first of the week and was conMonday evening
of this church some years since.
given
ter Gore Miller, the new pastor of the K. Kimball Post, G. A. R., attended
siderably shaken up, but not seriously1
South Paris Universalist church, and the funeral in a body. The remains
injured.
Mrs. Miller. The reception was held in were placed in the tomb at Riverside
Flint Cordwell, wife of
"
ι»..:.·.
Good Cheer Hall, which was made more Cemetery.
attractive by the addition of rugs, furnidied at her home on Main Street
ness,
Good Roads
The number preeent
ture and plants.
Monday, Jan. 31, '10. She was born in
included invited guests, representing the are being talked of much by heavy tax Greenwood, Nov. 12, 1838, daughter of
other churches of the village, a few from payers in the town of Paria.
They say Isaac and Sarah Toung. She was marNorway, Paris Hill, West Paris, and they want some permanent work done, ried Oct. 25, 1876. Mr. and Mrs. CordWest Sumner, at which last named place and stone crushing machinery ought to well moved from Greenwood in 1892 to a
Mr. Miller has preached during the sum- be bought in our town.
Now the first place on Maple Street in this village.
mer vacation for several years.
question that is asked by tax payers is After the death of Mrs. Cordwell's
and
arrived
been
had
After the people
the cost of installing the best equip- aunt, Mary Stevens, they took up their
presented, the assembly was called to ment.
residence in the Stevens homestead,
order by A. E. Sburtleff, chairman of the
A steel stone crasher mounted on which bad been given to Mrs. Cordwell.
trustees of the parish, who acted as four wheels, having opening for receiv- Services at the late residence
by Rev. M.
chairman for the evening, and in opening stone, 10x18 inches, one folding C. Ward on Thursday afternoon.
ing spoke briefly of the interest which elevator, one revolving screen, 30 inches
The seventh annual calico ball by the
he had always had in the church and all in diameter, 12 feet long, standard sec- Veranda Club will bo
given at the opera
A selection was tion,
connected with it.
holes as ordered, one
house Thursday evening, Feb. 17th.
having
sung by the Schubert Quartette, and Rev. i able bin of 30 tons capacity, fitted with Stearns1 Orchestra.
Fluor manager,
Merrill C. Ward of the Norway Univers- screen, lowering device for lowering John P. Cullinan.
alist church was asked to offer prayer. screen while moving, one engine and
Harry Greenleaf has shipped from the
Without any prepared programme, Mr. boiler, 20-horse power, mounted on four
Norway station about 3500 barrels of
succession
in
Sburtleff then called
upon wheels, one main driving belt 05 feet
apples this season.
the larger part of the men present for long, 10 inches wide of 4-pIy rubber,
Rev. Bates S. Rideout has been very
remarks. There were response· by Rev. 1
price, $2,397 50. Smaller size crusher, lick with the grippe and fever.
M. C. Ward of the Norway Universalist bin, and
Lewis C. Allard of Freedom, Ν. Π.,
engine and boiler for $1,950 The
church. Rev. A. T. McWhorter of the best steam roller of 10 tons, double has been the guest of his brother, Jesse
South Paris Congregational church, Rev. cylinder, costs some $3,150.
Total for Allard, the past week.
T. N. Kewley of the South Paris Method- best outfit would cost the town comG. F. Hathaway, superintendent of the
ist church, all of whom extended their
plete about $5,500.00.
Norway Water Company, has been electfraternal greetings, by J. A. Kenney of i
Com.
ed its collector.
the board of trustees of the Universalist
Porter L. Swift, a Norway boy and
parish, aod by a large number of others
of U. of M., has been promoted
A Winter Meditation.
graduate
localities
and
from the several churches
i It ie now Saturday night and the week to the New York office of the Automatic
had
been
No
warning
represented.
Company of Hartford,
is far spent. There is not much time to Refrigerator
given the speakers, and all of them were
have Conn. He has charge of the New York
or ill.
The
do
acts
!
good
days
in
any
all
cordial
but
extending
very
brief,
been full of life to many and loaded office.
their greetings to the new pastor.
Mrs. Helen A. Crooker of Norway died
could
Mr. Miller when callled upon respond- with weariness to others. Some
had to very suddenly of heart failure on Thursed briefly, expressing his pleasure at go out each day with joy; others
where she bad
find content in hearing the clock tick. day at Locke's Mills,
being settled in South Paris, and bis I
or two before to visit
All things work together for good to gone only a day
hope for a mutually pleasant and profit- them
her daughter, Mrs. Emery. Mrs. Crookthat love God.
able pastorate. On account of a severe
er was the widow of George Crooker,
are
think
the
rushers
We
happiest
cold, which made it difficult for him to
She
and was a Mexican war
doing most, but it is not always so. has had rooms in the pensioner.
speak at all, he asked the people to ex- and
house of E, F.
has
an
and
The
person
prayerful
at
quiet
cuse bim from responding
any length.
Smith. She was a woman of much inA duet by Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. influence for spiritual good that is needactive for her years, and
and
over the telligence, very
shed
calm
to
ed
hopo
and
A.
a
Briggs,
Smiley, song by George
greatly interested in the Universalist
another selection by the Schuberts, weary and sinful. The aged man feels
of
the
a member
that he can not help in the bard work church. She was
were interspersed with the speaking.
Browning Club, and especially enjoyed
Ice cream and cake were served, and but he may bring strength and guidance the
meeting and banquet of the club
In the cold days of
the party of people spent a short time to the boy or girl.
with Mrs. Andrews on
winter we are all in danger of thinking which was held
socially before dispersing.
her death.
that no one is useful unless he can cut the Monday evening preceding
held on Snnday at
The funeral was
or haul wood from the forest; or at least
home.
former
Death of Rev. Bates S Rldeout.
Waterford, her
tend the fires. Not so—we need

hae been confined to thi !
house the past week with a severe cold

S0CTfl_PA8IS.

John's Letter.

Mr·. W. D. Clark went to Portia* I Paris Orange Entertain* Local Oneata

Saturday.
J. J. Emeley

at

greatly

reduced

~

South

Rerle,

Stewart No. 1 Children's Winter Underwear and
φ / .Jv Ball Bearing Horse Hosiery.
Clipping Machine at the Tucker MISS S. M. WHEELER,

(t*"7

ΓΑ

Buys

a

-

Harness Store.
It is

simple

to

run

and will pay for itself in

James N.
91

Millinery
a

Favor,

Main St,

Norway, Main·.

short time.

and

Fancy Goods,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

CASTORIA

For Infants and Childrea.

|kt Klii Yn Han Alwajs BMght

Beju^the
<
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•vat· or mm.

HOW WELL YOU LOOK
The satisfaction of feeling well is doubled by looking well. The
"
"
Atwwd's Bitten are the one remedy that you can
true
L F.
in perfect
always depend on to keep stomach, liver and bowels
condition that means good health.
35 cents a bottle at dealer*.
Lubec, Me.
"
I would advise every family to keep the 'L F." Atwuf » Bitten
in their home. For sick headache, it is a valuable remedy. It to
West

all Out it claims

Free!

to

be."

Free!

-

HOMEM AXEES COLUMN.

The Wars of

"CTSTiaSS?
Me·
COU7KM. Oxford Democrat, South Parte,
Recipes.

No. 805.—Enigma.
BAH ANA COCKTAIL.
word of six letters. One letI
Peel
folly
ripe bananas end scrape off
ter Is an article; two a well known ab- the coarse threada. With a potato sooop
two
a
conjunction, of small size cutout balls from the prebreviation; other
these a
two. to i>erform; three, tumult; three, pared bananas and aprlnkle over
to keep
mineral; three, a measure; three, a col- little grape-frnit or lemon juice,
Add Β**Ρ®"
from diacoloring.
or; three, a deer; three, a roebuck; them
fruit palp or bite of orange or canned
three, a poem; three, to annex; four,
and dispose in cooktail glasses.
lifeless; four, costly; four, to peruse; pineapple with a little
powdered sugar
Sprinkle
fear;
a
five,
great
four, an open way;
and finish with a candied cherry. Serre
with
pro
live, to love; six, regarded
as a first course at dinner or luncheon.
found respect.
Made with skinned-and-seeded white

XXXVI.-Civil War-Met-

No. 806.—Charade.
My first Is a kind of exercise
a serious second may arise.
which
From
My third to hunt Its prey Is In the air;
My first again, a mineral far from rare.
My second also means a sort of series.
My third sometimes a busy mason wearies.
that
My first is found on every ship

Hampton ltoade.
off Fortress Mon-

floats.

My second sailors do in smaller boat*
My third is done by peddlers to sell goods.
My first-second flies unto the woods
When chased by Its enemy, my third.
Which the whole names in full; It 4s a bird.
No. 807.—Ten Hidden Birds.
A low reut brlugs many tenants, and
low living cost makes saving easy.
Dash, awkward as he is, must have a
gleam of Intelligence, for he saved
I heard my heart throb
Ethel's life.
inside me as he laid her on the grass.
It Is not too much to call him either
best or kindest friend. Do Ae pinchers
nip enough to draw the tacks? Alec
rnu eighty miles by motor in an hour,
and Uncle Mac awarded him the prom-

THE

THE person bringing: the largest number of this entire
advertisement to Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway, on or
before Friday, Feb. 4, 1910, at 3 P. M.. will be given a
YEAR S SUBSCRIPTION to the OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
the paper to be sent to some person not already a subscriber.
These will also apply on the King Kineo Range.

ised prize.

808.—Transposition.

No.

"Four-sixty—seventy—thank

yeu, eighty.
Do I hear five—for this fine fiddle?
It is a genuine Amatl!
Can't dwell; five—going—gone to Bidwell!"
—

B. paid his V and got his ν
"Now. gentlemen, I have to show
This useful Implement, you £ee.
How much is offered for the bow?"
Moral.—When bidding at
Should have

some

TWO

ONE he
well as money.

a

aa

No. 809.—Pictured Word.

THE EASTERN ARGUS
1803
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FOR

·*-·»·

Daily

and

-»·"*-

Weekly.

part

of the meat into a soup kettle with five
pints of cold water. When the meat is
well browned, add it to the soup kettle.
Rinse out the frying pan with aome
of the cold water in the kettle and return it to the soup kettle. Heat slowly
to the boiling point, then let simmer two
hours; add a fowl, carefully cleaned and
trussed for roasting, and let sirouiii
until the fowl is tender. Remove the
fowl, rub it over with bacon fat or dripping, dredge with aalt and flour and let
cook in the oven until nicely browned.
Serve hot. To the soup kettle add half
a cup, each, of sliced onion and carrot, a
stalk of celery, two spriga of parsley and
a soup bag, and let cook half an hour;
strain off the broth and set it aside;
When cold remove the fat, reheat the
soup, add slices or strips of cooked carrot and celery and a few flageolet, also
salt and pepper aa needed. Pass at the
same time rolls, cut in halves, spread
with butter and browned in the oven.
There should be five pints of soup; if
less add water to give that quantity.
Melt two tablespoonfuls of butter; in
it cook two tablespoonfuls of flour, onefourth a teaspoouful of salt and half a
teaspoonful of pepper; add two cups of
milk and stir until boiling; add half a
cup of soft, fine bread crumbs, two cups
of corned codfish, and the beaten yolks
of three eggs, mix thoroughly, then fold
in the whites of three eggs beaten dry.
Set the blazer into the hot water pap,
put the cover in place and let cook until
the mixture is "set" and firm. Or,
bake in a dish of hot water in the oven.
Id the oven do not cover the dish. Serve
with or without a eauce. Other fish, as
tinnan haddie, salt mackerel or salmon,
may be used In the same way. Peas,

The Argua for over a century ha* endeavored to tell the news of the day
in a concise readable manner. Its friends throughout the northern New England
States aro thousands because of its fearless, aggressive methods in plaoing
It bas the full Associated Press
before its readers Democratic principles.
service and covers the local field.
the
If you want a good up-to-date newspaper
Argus Alls the bill.

represented?

What word Is

Daily Argus in Cumberland County on all rural delivery routes outside of
the city of Portland, $2 00 per year, strictly in advance.
Outside of Cumberland County in any part of the State, $3 00 per year,
in advance.
The Weekly Argus, INCLUDING ΓΠΕ SATURDAY EDITION of the
Daily—One copy, one year, $1 50 in advance. Clubs of dve, $0 00 in advance.

EASTERN ARGUS PUBLISHING CO.,
PORTLAND, ME.

ANNUAL FALL

Sale !

No. 810.—Additions and Subtraction·.
Fo* this example you will take
A place where horses stand.
From this take competent and make
A sibilant and
To this add the atmosphere,
Which multiply by two;
Less foolish graces. Never fear.
This you can quickly do.
Now to this add what sweetens life
And lifts above the mart,
And this for sum beginning gives
If you have done your part.
—Youth's Companion.
No. 811.—Double Acrostic.
My primais sih?M the Christian name
and my finals the surname of an English poet who was killed at the siege

Zutphen. Crosswords (of equal
length): 1. Seven stars of the constellation Taurus. 2. Sincerely. 3. Excited. 4. To make longer, δ. Rude. β.
A boastful display of knowledge.
of

GREAT VALUES.

No. 812.—Charade.
I.

I have

a

large

stock of Pianos that have been rented but

one season

This
and shall close them out at very low prices for the next sixty days.
is the best opportunity to obtain a piano or organ that has ever been offer-

8he stands beside the whirring wheel
In ancient garb of checkered blue.
Her deft hand holds the fleecy wool,
And now—what will she do?

II.

Visit my warerooms and see for yourselves the great values in Oh. watch the fisher's eager face,
His eyes that heaven's own color match!
second hand instruments
Easy terms. Send for catalogs and prices.
Gayly he casts me from his boat
ed.

And bids

PLEASE

In

MIND!

When in want of any thing in our linen give us a call.
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

House Paint:,
Barn Paints,
Roof Paints,

Wagon Paints,
Our

paints

include

Paroid Hoofing—The

Linseed Oil,

Varnishes,

Turpentine,
Brushes.

Liquid Filler,

Impervious,

Heath Λ

beet of all roofings.

Uilligan,

and Sherwin-Williams.

TUE TIME TESTED KIND.

Doo'l

try imitations.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts.
Regular sizes of duure in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wire screen

cloth, spring hinges,

make

a

catch.

Ιο years long since gone by I held
In lordly homes an honored place.
1 answered to fair ladies' touch
Or timed the minuet's stately grace.

South Paris, Me.

Keep

me

WHOLE.

W. J. WHEELER,
Billings Block,

hot

Ac.

FBE8H

PORK ROASTED

WITH

APPLES.

Terms:

Clearance

or

biscuit accompany this dish. Also sour
pickles, a green salad or olives.

CHINE OF

99 EXCHANGE STREET,

SOUFFLE.

CORNED CODFISH

—St. Nicholas.

No. 813.—Amputation·.
1. Behead and curtail to amass and
leave a profiling Implement.
2. Behead and curtail flatters and
leave a beard of barley.
3. Behead aud curtail to chew and
leave a kind of cured meat
4. Behead and curtail a general dealer and leave to touch.

Key to Puzzledom.
No. 797.—Hidden Animals: 1. Llama,
goat, buffalo, paca. 2. Bear, lamb,
horse, ounce. 3. Tiger, jackal, deer,
ermine. 4. Lion, camel, rat, iiauther.
No. 708.—Riddle: Rein, reign, rain.
No. 799.—Decapitation: Plash, lash,
ash.
No. 800.—Geographical Acrostic: MinCrosswords : 1. Manchester.
nesota.
4. Nicara3. Nevada.
2. Indiana.
gua. 5. Euphrates. 6. Singapore. 7.
Ohio. 8. Texas. 9. Amazon.
No. 801.—Deletion: Hear, her.

Peel and core three or four apples;
cut these into thick slices and dispose
them on the rack of the roasting pan,
and dredge lightly with sugar. Set the
chine of pork, bone side up, on the applea. Let the meat cook twenty-five
minutes to the pound in a moderate
oven, basting frequently with the dripping in the pan. Remove the meat to a
second pan, putting the bone side down,
sprinkle with soft bread crumbs, mixed
with butter, salt and pepper, and let
In
cook until the crumbs are browned.
the meantime pour the fat from the
dripping, press the apples and dripping
through a sieve, and use this with water
and two tablespoonfuls of flour in making a cup of sauce for the meat.
IRISH

SWEET

BREAD.

Soften a cake of compressed yeast
(one-half a cup of home-made or brewer's yeast may be substituted) in onefourth a cup of scalded and cooled milk,
and add to one cup of scalded milk, cool·
ed to a lukewarm temperature; stir in
nearly two cups of bread flour, beat until
very smooth, cover and set aside to beÂdd oneoome very light and puffy.
fourth a cup of melted shortening, half a
of
cleaned
teaspoonful of salt, half a cup
currants, two eggs (additional color is
often added by meane of saffron) or, if
convenient, four yolks are preferable,
and enough flour to make a soft dougb
that may be kneaded. Knead until very
smooth, cover and set aside to become
light. Shape into two loaves and, when
again light, bake in two rather small
brick-loaf bread pans. Glaze with white
of egg just before removing from the
oven.
CHEESE

COSTARD.

Cut the cruets from enough slices of
stale bread to make two cups when cut
in inch squares. Butter the bread before cutting into the squares. Put the
bread into a baking dish suitable to send
to the table, and alternate the layers of
bread with thin shavings of oheese. If
the cheese be dry, it may be grated.
Beat two eggs; add half a teaspoonful of
salt, a dash of paprika and three cups of
milk and pour over the bread and cheese
in the dish. Let bake in a very moderate
oven until the mixture is firm in the
center and the bread is slightly browned.
Serve bot at lunchoon or supper.
FROZEN TOMATO CREAM.

Cook one can of tomatoes, a slice of
onion, stalk of celery, branch of parsley,
and half a soup bag forty minutes or

until the water is well evaporated. Press
through a sieve; there should be a cup
of thick puree. Àdd half a teaspoonful
of salt and half a teaspoonful of paprika
and let become oold, then fold in one cup
solid. Turn into a
of cream, beaten
mold or empty baking powder box, partially lined withetripe of waxed paper;
cover securely and let stand in equal
measures of salt and crushed ice for
three hours or longer.
Serve, cut in
slices, on lettuce hqsrts, with French

dressing.
PLAIN WHITE CAKE.

Beat half
No. 802—Double Acrostic: Richardcup of butter to aoream;
Wheelbarrows—We have a few first class wheelbarrows. Call and see them.
Blondel. Words: RoB. IdoL, ComO, gradually beat in one cup of sugar, then,
alternately, half a cup of milk and two
sell "Columbia Ignition Batteries" the HeleN, AlfreD, RhymE, DulL.
Telephone* and Electrical
cups of pastry flour, sifted with three
Verse:
803.—Jumbled
No.
beet for automobiles and telephones.
level teaspoonful· of baking powder.
December closes on the scene.
beat in a teaspoonful of vanilla
And what appear the months gone past? Lastly,
and the white*' of three eggs beaten dry.
Fragments of time that once have been.
Tins the equivalent of 10 1-2 χ 6 1-2
Succeeding slowly, fled too fast!
inches will give the right thickness.
Their minutes, hours and days appear
Viewless in that email point—a year.
BOILED FROSTING.
No. 804.—A Puzzling Division: Each
Boil one cup of sugar and one-fourth
received $10. as they
wer^a man, his cup of water to 240 degrees Fahr. Stir
were until the sugar boils, cover and let steam
sou and grandson.
two or three minutes; uncover, set in
two fathers and two sons.
the thermometer, if it can be used, and
Maoy sufferers from nasal catarrh say let boil undisturbed. A long hair-like
they get splendid results by using an thread will hang from a spoon, dipped
atomizer. For their benefit we pre- into the syrup and lifted, when the sugar
pare Ely'· Liquid Cream Balm. Except is of the right degree. Pour the syrup
that it is liquid it is in all respecta like in a fine stream upon the whites of two
the healing, belpful, pain-allaying Cream eggs, beaten dry. Set the dish into cold
Balm that the public has been familiar water and beat the frosting until cool
with for years. No cocaioe nor other enough to use. Cooked to 240 degrees
Send for Catalogue.
dangerous drug in It The soothiog Fahr. it will not run from the cake.
spray is a remedy tbat relieves at once.
BOILED CHOCOLATE FROSTING.
All druggists, 75c., including spraying
one cup of sugar, two squares of
Melt
56
Warren
tube, or mailed by Bly Bros.,
chocolate and one-third of a cup of thin
New York.
a

Supplies—We

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
Soutb

STANDARD

Thusfthere

SEWING
MACHINES.

W. J. WHEELER &

CO.,

Street,

South Paris.

βΟ YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

A LOW PRICE

Patents
Disions
Copyrights 4c.
«ketch
and
Aaron· tending a
description may
an

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether
en
Invention la probably
on Patau La
atrict ly -CMiSdeat y

u&t^Conimonlc··

iSaSSM
mr ; four

monta·, {

Some School

ON

Wool
η

close

out odd

—

Carpets
patterns and clean

up stock.

SBÏS&"'fc^ftewÏQrt
F 8L. Washington. D. C.

Pulp Wood Wanted.
any station on the
Grand Trunk between Berlin and
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

43tf

J.
Bryant's Pond,

Me.

History.

Here are a few history answers collect·
ed in the New York State educational
department in the past year:
Modern conveniences, incubators and
fireless telegraphy.
The Republican party waa formerly
known as the Free Spoil.
The President takes the yoke of office.
The salaries of teachers are paid from
the dog tax.

Comer Main and Danforth

NORWAY,

Sts.f

MAINE.

boiling water, beating meanLet boil, etirring occasionally;

cream over

while.
to 240 Fahr. Pour in a fine stream upon
the whites of two eggs, beating con-

stantly meanwhile.

BANANA

PIE.

enongh peeled bananas through a
vegetable ricer to fill a cup. To this add
half a cup of sugar, two tableapoonfuls
of molasses, or the grated rind and juice
of half a lemon, half a teaspoonful of
salt, one beaten egg, one-third a teaBenjamin Franklin produced electricity
spoonful of cinnamon, half a cup of
by rubbing cats backward.
and one-third a cup of oream.
Lincoln had a woman make him a suit milk,
Mix all together, thoroughly, and bake
of homespun from rails which he bad
firm in a pie plate lined with pasuntil
split. They were hickory rails, hence try as for squash pie. This makes a
hickory shirts.
good pie. It la moat suitaThe cause of the Revolution waa that
le for luncheon or whea a light dinner
colonists wanted room to pasture their
Pass

Earticularly

cattle.
The spoils system: The place where
spoiled things and waste are kept. The
board of health has largely taken the
place of this.
The difference between Jackson and
Rooaevelt is that Jackson baa been dead
a long time and Roosevelt la in Africa
shooting Hons.

"Why not?"
"The spanking place

child's head."

ia too far from a

1862.

FROTHY

SAUCE.

arose

a

?S£-

seen

or

dreamed

of. Tbe uewcorner at first glance
looked like an iron barn roof mounted
Sbe was propelled1
on a low ship bull.
by steam, and tbe sides of ber "roof
were pierced by gnn |>orts
Tbe queer craft was tbe former United States frigate Merrimac. sunk wben

tbe Norfolk navy yard was abandoned.
The Confederates bad raised* ber, renamed ber tbe Virginia and by covering her with metal sheathing had converted ber into tbe first ironclad war
vessel ever launched.
The fifty gun steam frigate Congress of tbe Union fleet dashed at tbe
Merrimac nnd delivered a crashing
broadside at a quarter mile range. Tbe
storm of shots glanced harmlessly off
the metal sheathing, and tbe Merrimac replied with a volley which crippled the Cougress and drove her
aground. Next tbe United States fifty
the
gun frigate Cnmberlund attacked
stranger, every porthole hurling forth
shot and shell. Tbe Merrimac, unburt,
drove ber shurp Iron beak into tbe
woodeu side.
The Merrimac now had a moment
to spare for tbe crippled Congress.
Turning upon tbe disabled, burning
ship, the Ironclad forced ber to surrender. Tbe fifty gun frigate Minnesota was the next object of tbe stran-

frigate's

ger's attack. But tbe frigate ran
aground out of range. The Merrimac
At
steamed away for tbe nigbt.
re-entered
once for
the Minnesota, which had been floated
again during the night. The frigate's
fate seemed certain. But as sbe plucklprepared to meet certain annlbilasuurlse

Merrimac

the

Hampton Ronds and made at

!y

tion from lier ironclad foe another vessel slipped between the two. a vessel
ilying Old tJlory aud of so ainnzlng an
of asappearance as to cause a yell
tonishment to rise from the MerrlSome one shouted at
mac's crew.
sl-bt of her:
"See the Yankee
Ml

cbeesebox

on

a

ft !"

And the description was not inapThe emit had the aspect
of a flat, ovai board with a round nine
foot sun turret rising from the center
This Iron cylindrical turret was the

propriate.

old

applied

glovea

to

the

Sprinkle cake over with a little floor
before putting on the loing and there
will be no danger of It running off.

ffaa ont for nuts a big boy chased m<y
i was three years old then, aud about
;wo* weeks afterward I saw a pretty

Ittle bouse. In I hopped, aud the door
.•licked behind me. I was a prisoner,
ioou a boy came and on seeing me
)lcked up the cage aud took me to a

;lty.

Here I was put up for sale In a big
itore with many other animals and
>irda. Several days after a man came
η and seemed to think much of my

jretty coat and bushy tail, remarking
Ih> a
:o tbe owner that 1 seemed to
ively little fellow and that be liked
ny white vest.
Soon i fouud

myself going

to the

of my new owner, and arriving
here 1 was preseuted to my present
naster, a boy. 1 never liked boys, but
his one gives me enough to eat and
Teats me very kindly.
Though 1 would love to be free. 1
remain here
itippose I shall have to
he rest of my life, but as 1 am older
lome

jow

1 am

growing quite

Riddlo and Ancwîr.
What Is It that tlu> man who mnd»
i'
It does not need, ibc lunn who buys
does not uso for himself and the perdoee noi
son for whom It is bought
know It? A coffln.
i:
When Is a hut not a hat? When
becomes a pretty woman.
He Knew.
Toung Woman (adoringly)—It must
be awfully nice to be wise and know,
Yale Senior—It ls.oh. everything!
Yale Courant.

At

Sale

For

Place
a

Bargain.

Eight
One of tbe beat email place* to Parle.
finished and four unfinished rooms, plenty or
well
and
water,
cellar,
city
;loeet room, good
for 100 hens,
good large garden spot, chance
several good bearing apple and pear tree».
In good con
and
House Is warm and pleasant
illtlon, stable for two horses, carriage room and
coyer
under
except hen house.
wood shed all
Close to and between two Tilling, good neigh
to send children
workanu
to
get
bora, good place
to school, electric car passes. This place closc
or trade for a
sell
Will
fair
grounds.
to the
rood email farm.
MBS. L. A. DEARBORN,
South Paris, Me.

itf

Wi'DOUGUS
«.«35S&S4.SHOES
BOYSSHOES^-^

rose

den In such haste that not even a trial
trip had been made.
The Merriinac opened the battle by
banging away with her bow guns at
the Monitor's elusive little turret. No
harm was done. Such shots as struck
could only glance harmlessly off the
Tbt
turret's thick, rounded surface.
Monitor carried one of the heaviest
She sent In an
guns tlipn Invented.
eleven Inch shot that Jarred the Merrlmac from stem to stern. The Merrlmac burled a second deadly broad-

side at close
quarters, but all
the effect produced by It was
to loosen one
two of the
or
"c b e ese box's"
Then the Monb e g η η to
tight In earnest.
A NAVAI' Dt7EIAs her foe's reher
pen ted broadsides whizzed around
the northern Ironclad at every opportunity puntped home one of those territic eleven Inch shots. With murder-

|>3|

itor

accuracy the Monitor bombarded
her larger opponent. The Merrlmac's
powerful armor was twisted and dentid and her stout timbers strained unous

Seeing
der that unerring fusillade.
she was beaten, the southern vessel
wheeled, retreated and bore down upon
Un» Minnesota, whose crew, wholly unprepared for such a move, were watching open mouthed the weird duel of
the Iron monsters. Vet the Minnesota
replied with a useless broadside to a
volley that sef her on fire.
Before the Merrlmac could complete
the frigate's destruction the Monitor
had again slipped between the southerner and her prey, boring into the
Merrlmac.

as

before, wltli the mighty

eleven Inch gun. The Merrlmac ran
aground, hut succeeded in getting off
and steamed down the bay in full retreat. the Monitor at her heels. The
Merrlmac turned once and tried to
run down the Monitor, but only succeeded In breaking her own iron beak.
Then once more the Merrlmac fled, utterly beaten.

L\TRUE'S
ELIXIR

are

Citizen—Hey. there! What
poynding tbat man for? Man
Top-He says be can't remember

on

you

whether he ever called me a liar or
not.
I'm (biffi giving him (biffi tbe
benefit of tbe doubt.—Chicago Tribune.
Of Vital Importance.
Mrs. Benbam—The doctor says tbat
mother won't live until morning. Benham-Does be promise that or merely
predict It?-New York Press.

Penley

Mercier,

Johnson
UauTln
l'enley et
narre tt

Dupont,
Exprès· Co
Peter·,

Perry
Perry,
Mormon
Casey
Richard·,
Mc Lain
Hlbbard et als
Doe

sijs

Gray
Berry,

Sanborn
Richardson,

SOUTH PARIS,
ASSETS, DKC. 31, 1Γ09.

Fro»t

White,

Mack and Martin
Duran
Chaee

No musician
but is
one

Sanbo

Aiken et
AbboU
Field·

you money

their shape, fit better,
are

longer, and

wear

of greater value than any other make.

ΓΑΙ'ΤΙΟΝ-See Hint W. I.. Douglas name and price
is stamped on the bottom. TuU« Ko Miibetlliit·,
If your dealer cannot fit yon with W.UDouglas shoes,
write for Mail Order Catalog. W.I.. Douglas,lirocklon.
Main.
TOR SALE BY

J. F. Plummer,

So. Paris

SERVICES
AND MEDICINE

A reliable physician of thirty
years' experience offers his services and medicine free. Would
you like to be cured to stay
cured? If so. write him your
symptoms and he will send you α
course of mcdicine that will do you
good and the prescription, so at
any time should you want more of
the treatment you can get it from
the druggist and the mcdicine will not cost
you over twenty or twenty-five cents a month.
This is an offer every afflicted person should
avail themselves of. You certainly have nothing to lose and will benefit greatly from this
unparalleled offer. Address. J.W.Mcrrow.M.D.,
NerthlciiBlngton.Vt.
State Sanitarium,
Please put 190 Main St. on your letter.
1-4

Sumner Sessions late of Woodstock, de
ceased ; second account presented for allowance
by A. Mont Lhase, administrator.

FLORIST.

Iand CURE

TM

LUNC8

Dr.

King's
New Discovery
with

FOR C8USI18

I AND AU THROAT AND LUND TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONET REFUNDED.
■

PARKER'S
HAIR BAL8AM

\r£

Cleantee and beaatlfle* the hair.
Promote* a luxuriant growth.
Never rails to Beatore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Curci κιΐρ diiea>e* k hair Tallin*.

team.

I

l

cious bread, or lighter biscuits. The
wheat for our William Tell is stored
in hermetically sealed tanks—cleaned
six times before grinding—everything,
even the sewing of the bags, is done
by bright, clean machinery.
Ask your dealer and Insist on

having

—

William Tell
For Sale

by

M. D. Bolster Co.
v

ι

t

buy

to

Edmund Dupont
Bert Gordon
Charles Randall
Albert Duffy
M. R. Fogg,
Albert B. Sanborn

IX·;

Paul Normande

■

SMney Kumi-11,

George Duran
James Aiken et al·
John Glllis
Fred F. Burnbani
Fred A. Dixon
Jamea Carney,
Tho·. Curran,
Mike Urban
Eugene Vane

sorts of

STOCKS OF GOODS
INCLUDING

I

« ·,.

lot of second hand
Furniture, Sleighs, Cara

Joseph

In the District Court of the United States
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

Auction rooms, No.

(n the matter of
EVERETT M. BESSET,
of Rumford, Bankrupt.

2, Western Ave.

)

()

for the |

In Bankruptcy.

To the creditor· of Everett M. Bessev, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 22nd day of
Jan., A. D. 1910, the said Everett M. Bessey was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market SquaFe, South
Parts, on the 9th day of Feb., A. D. 1910, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
«aid creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly

Albert D. Park.

HILLS,
Optician.

Commissioners' Notice.
er<dgned, having been appointed by

claims of creditor· against the estate of Frank
A. Shurtleff, late of Part·, In aald County, deceased, represented Inso vent, hereby give
notice that tlx months from the date of said
appointment are allowed to said creditor· In
which to present an I prove their claims, and
that they will be In session at the follow'ng
places and times for the purpose of receiving
the same, viz. : In the Qrand Jury Room at the
Uourt House at 8outh Parts on Wednesday, the
twenty-third day of February, and on Wednesday, the thirteenth day of July, A. D. 1910.
Dated this twinty-eighth day of January,
à. D. 1910.
JAMEH S. WRIQHT,
) rnmml.rinn.r.
1-7
ALFREDS. KIMBALL, CoemlMJoner·.

MAINE.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

J3

Mats, Mirrors

Providence, Rhsde Island.
A8SLT9, DEC. SI. 190Θ.
Seal Estate,
$
Loans

Hortgge.
_._ral Loans,
I Stocks and

Bonds,
Jatb In Office and In Bank,........
λ rent*' Balances
Bill· Receivable,
Interest and Bests,..
til other A INK

High Grade Portrait Work
Crayon, Water color,

Grois Assets,..
Deduct Items not admitted

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Nichols St.,

SOUTH

................

?

WILLIAM P. JOBS·,
John P. Penley
A.

!

«3 Κ
li «

I

WADIWOBTH, ΗI BAM,

TBIAL JUSTICB.

Itats

▼·.

Ethel R Harmon,

as 65

φ

ΒΕΤΟ BE JOHN I,. HOW A WD,

MEXICO,

TBIAL JUSTICE.
Itatu

▼·.

Rodney McKlnnnn
Rodney MeKlnnon,
Clarence Robar,

IEFOBB CHABLBS T.

$

pa.

JUSTICE.
18 li
20 3¥

$
_

BABBOWS, BETHEL,

TBIAL JUSTICE.
John A. McKenale

BETOBE CASSIUS W. PIKE,
TBIAL JUSTICE.
«sis ts.

16 11
16 11
7 30

WHITMAN, SOUTH FABIS,

TRIAL

118

I
PBTBBUBO,

Albert B. Sanborn,.

BETOBE ALBBBT BENNETT,

$

17 43

QILBAD,

TBIAL JUSTICB.
tate ts.

Albert Lufkln

$ 3,442 697 71
4.15161

roul Liabilities and Surplus,
$ S.4SM46S1
W. J. WHEELEB * CO Agent·.
South Parts, Me.

118.'

COUBT,

JULK3X.

Llnnell,

IEFOBE LLEWELLTN

ΚΤ

li 64
li If
16 M
47 V<
li Φ

$

...............

BEFOBB NOBWAT MUNICIPAL

806,729 61

Admitted Assets,
$ 3,433,646 SI
LIABILITIES DEC. SI, 19».
iet Unpaid Losses,...
392,241 96
$
J η earned Premiums,
1,934,514 te
til other Liabilities,
50,000 00
2aah Capital
800,00000
! orpins over all Liabilities
671,7· 017

■

.....

3tsi« ▼·. Ε. Β Knox
Brontlaw Bellakl,
Jamea Aiken,
William Aiken et al,......

01

0

1" 1
T< .'I
17 »
V ■■'·
16 λ
10 Μ
14"'
W».
Ko;
14 T>
1»> 8"·
li V
li V)
13 >'
8M
1
It '·■
10 is
II ■■·
9 C7
IJ M
10 «S
10 tf
H W
1313
y M
13 T.
14 4>
13 w'<
1170

SBTOBB KOMFOKD FALLS MUNICIPAL COL
JAMES Β. BTKVENSUN, BECOBDEB.

tate

01
0

'J >
Is.
H
1" 2»

J*mes Carney.......
Jamea Carney,
Edward M acx,

BETOBE JAMES H.

9,060,M500
130,200 79
419,309 09
36,88* 33

a

............

I.owell,
Fred Burn bam

of

.....

........

William

■

f
Κ ">
13 ι·
8

WaznU

Clin le Jones
Veleric Herbert,

'«

f

Xatti τβ. Dexter K.

Providence Washington
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NOTICE.

I handle real estate, buying or sell·
ing, also surety bonds.
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Joseph Te η key,................
Joe l.leman,
Charles Window
Fred Russell
Mike Urban
Hike Urban,
Joe Lleman
M.R. &mlth
George Duran.......
M. r. IVgy
William Field·
Jamea MeKenzle,
Loren M. Gordon
Salvator A relia,
Eugene Vane
Fred A. Dixon,
John Orlno,
Ikltlon Parodia,................
John Gill!·,
Timothy Conway...............
Joseph Smith,
Titos. Cnrran.......
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William Hannoo
Bert Gordon,
Joseph Chase
Harry Slddall,
E<1. Day,.
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Bert Goriton
Uert Uordon....................

of Romford,
To the creditors of Omer Dupuls, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
and other
Notice Is hereby given that on the 22nd day of
Jan., A. D. 1910, the said Omer Dupuls wa«
new and second hand for
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
sale.
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Paris, on tho 9th day of Feb, A. D. 1910, at
for goods when bought 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
Cash
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
and I sell for same.
appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
If you have anything you wish to come before said meeting.
South Paris, Jan. 22, 1910.
sale
sell or have sold at
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
it in.

Mouldings s,J.

10 ·.
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Paul Normande,
Peter Gregg et al,..
Pert Gordon............

In the District Court of the United States for|
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
OMEB DUPUIS,

SECOND HAND FURNITURF.
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Emile Perry
Thoa. Thibault
Adeline Therlo,

NOTICE.
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Wilfred Richard»,
Edwd. 11. Peter·,
John Barrett,....
Ed. H. Peter»
J. Zadokl·,...
Edmund Dupont
Edmund Dupont,
Mike Guatltl·
Henry Gauvln,......
Henry Gauvln,
Henry Gauvln
Rodney McKlnnon
Charles Belka,
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IlEFOBB KUMFOKD FALLS MUNICI PAL COl'KT,
ABKTAS Ε. ATKARN8, JCDOI.

he]
|

In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
AU persons having
bonde as the Uw directe.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
■all Indebted thereto are requested to make
payment Immcdlatelv.
Jan. 18th, 1910. CHARLE9 E. WATERMAN.
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John Crazier,
Bronslaw Beilskl
M. I. Smith
Albert Coulombe

L. Tblbcdeau
P. Rousseu

The subscriber hereby give· notice that
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of

all
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Joseph Fortin
Uabilus Soucy,

Judge of Probate for the County of
Oxford, on the third Tuesday of January, A. D.
1910, commissioners to receive and examine ihe

William Tell is made from the finest
selected Ohio Red Winter Wheat. Ask
any flour authority. He will tell you
there is no other flour in the world that
makes a finer grained or more deli-

1
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Kit. Day

NOTICE·

LowestPricesmOxfordGoiiiitv.

good bread—biscuits—pies and cake·.
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Wm. Stanley et al
F. L. Lebel,
H. K. Mercier
Jobn Orlno
J. H. Gallagher et al
Gilbert Provo*t et al
G. F. Cheney et al,

January

GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

William Tell Flour —by the
barrel, if possible. You thus protect
yourself against "wheat corners" and
rises in the price of flour. And you
will always be sure of good flour and

'j ·(
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Edmund Dupont
J. Zadokl*,
Ed. Casey,
J. R. Barrett,
Louis Cohen
J. Gallagher
Cohen and Klaln,
Ben Maraula,
Con. Sullivan,
Tho·. Thlbeau,
John P. Penley
Fred Ruuell,
Joseph Lleman
Norman McLeod,
Paul Normande,

...

before said meeting.
Sonth Parts, Jan. 22.1910.
WALTER L.
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Keep Flour
Bills Down
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Mike Gustltl·
Joseph Chase
John Barrett
Henry Gauvln
Emllc I'errv
Charles (iefka,
William Lincoln
H. E. Mercier,
Wilfied Richards,
Ed. H. Peters,

........

Rooms.

prepared

NORWAY,

COURT,

Mont|

SAMUEL B. WATERMAN, late of Oxford,

—

1:

Smith,
BUTORS SUPREME JUDICP L
TRAVRRSR JURT.
vs

ν

li

.·

Potvln
Lufkln
Vane

de-|

Hebbox, Maine, Dec. 16. 1909.
This certifies that Samuel Richards
fitted me with glasses about two months
ago, and I had my eyes examined by
Dr. Holt of the Eye and Ear Infirmary
and several other Doctors there, and
iheyall agreed that the glasses could
not be improved.
51 tf
I. W. ELLINGWOOD.
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SUM ▼*■ Fred A. Furbish,...............#
Sumner Sessions late of Woodstock.
Fred J a me *
ceased ; petition for order to dtstrlbute balance!
Hiram McLane et al,
remaining in his hands presented by A.
J. R. Barrett,
Chatte, administrator
Ben Hrean,
ADDISON E. HERR1CK, Judge of aaldCoun.l
North Expreaa Co.,
Κ true copy—Attest :
North Excrete Co
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
North Kxpresa Co.,
North Exprea* Co
NOTICE.
North Ex pre»· Co.,
North Expreaa Co
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
North Expreaa Co
been duly appointed administrator of the estate
North Expreaa Co.,
of
North Expreaa Co.,
TiMDDEua SKesiose, late of Milton Plantation,
North
Expre* « Co
In the County of Oxford, decease l, and given
WUilaui Lincoln
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
Ed.Caaey
demands against the reute of ssld deceased are
Ed Casey
desired to present tbe same for settlement, and
Ed. Catejr
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payWilfred Richard·
ment Immediately.
Wilfred Richard·,
JAMES S. WRIGHT
lfth, 1910.

Testimonial from Eminent Oculists.

am

■
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Stanley < t al,
Tlokey et al

BylTanla Perham late of Woodstock, deceased ; petition for determination of collateral
Inheritance tax pretented by Ronello C Davis,
executor.

Lot

13

Cyretal
Curran,

Bryant's Pond, Me.

Frank A. MhurtlcfT late of Paris, deceased ; petition for license to sell and onvcy
real estate presented by Walter L. Gray, executor.
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Korle
lie 11 ski

deceased;I

X*. M. Longley,
Maine.
Morway,
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Wlnelow
Lleman
Klaln

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
I.ucy Chase late of Woodstock, deceased;!
oak woodwork for closets. No old
petition that A. Mont Chase or some other suit-1
see this line.
Call
and
able
Jobperson be appointed as tt-e administrator
goods.
said deceased presented by A.1
No of the estate of
bing promptly attended to.
Mont Chitse, son and belr.
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Slddallietal

Paria Ε. Rogers late of Porter,
petition for license to sell and convey real estate
presented by Francis A. Fox, executor.

GREENHOUSE.

CROCKETT,
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MAINS.

PltOBATE NOTICES.
9 1*6 33
cash assets,
Γο all per «ο η β Interested In cither of the Ketau- State
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1908.
hcrelnafter named :
00
At a Probate Court, held at Paria, in an<l
Losses unpaid, resisted and estimated, 9 1,078
4,800 00 for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Borrowed money
0
Jan., In the year of our Lord one thousand
Due officers,
0 nine hundred and ten.
The following matter
AU other liabilities,
haying been presented for the action thereupon
9 6,779 0ft hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Oedebed :
Total liabilities
βτβ m
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
Net cash assets
Premium notes subject to assessment, 920fi,5U M terested, bv causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively In the Ox·
0. W. Q. PERU AM, Secretary,
published
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Bryant's Pond, Me.
in
said County, that they may appear at a
Paris,
NOTICE.
Probate Court to be held at said Paris on
of February, A D. 1910, at 9
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she the third Tuesday
of the clock In the forenoon, and be beard there
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
on if they see cause.
estate of
HENRY S. RAYMOND, late of Upton,
William Cnshmtn late of Hartford, deIn the County of Oxford, deceased, and given ceased; will and petition for probate thereof and
All persons having
bonds at the law directs
the appointment of Kmma K. Park or some
demands against the estate of said decease·! other sultabie person as administratrix with the
are desired to present the same for settlement, will anuexed presented
by said Emma E. Park,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make one of the legatees named in said will.
payment Immediately.
RAYMOND.
F.
Bowktr
late of Paris, deANNA
Bf.
Ordessa
Jan. 18th, 1910.
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof I
the executor I
James
E.
Bowker,
presented l>y
NOTICE.
therein named.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he ban
Edmund Τ Hartford late of Porfr, de
been
duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
ceased; will and petition for probate thereofI
DAVID W. BEMIS, late of Woodstock.
by 0- A. Morton, the executor therein 1
presented
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given named.
All persons htvlog
bonds ai tho law directs.
Farah 1>. Hawkins late of Norway, dedemands against the estate of said deceased arc
of Moses P. Stiles. tru«te\
desired to present the same for settlement, ami ceased; resignation
of Eugene
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay- Hied and petition for the appointment
as trustee of said estate presented by
F.
Smith
ment Immediately.
Stephen B. Cummlngs and Frank H. Beck,
DAVID B. WOODBURY.
Jan. 18th, 1910.
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"8UPERIOR TO OTHER MAKE8."
"I have worn W. L. Douglas ihoet for thr
pait six year*, and always find they are fai
superior toall other high (rade shoes In style,
W. Q. JONE8.
comfort and durability."
ΙΙΘ Howard Ave.. Utlca. Ν. Y.
If I could take you into my Urge factories at Brockton, Mass., and ahow you
how carefully W. L Douglas shoes are
made, you would realize why they hold
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Tarn ling,
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Gordon,
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Ca«h In office and bank
Notée or securities (Except prera. note·).
Assessments unpaid,
Caah premiums unpaid
Cach In hands of officers or agent*,
Interest,
a 11 other assets

PORTER ST., SOUTH PARIS,

THE LARGEST MAKER AND RETAILER
OF MEN'S FINE SHOES IN THE WORLD.
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Fogg

Working people without children, age 40 to
about 96; man a farrocç or mechanic, of good
habita and easy to fret along with; the woman
neat housekeeper.
good iMsposltlon and aifclean,
honest and
Now matter how poor
such people can And a good home and a good
proposition if looked for at once. No tick one·,
no doge and cats, no hoodlums and no rum.
Wanted, a chance to get a good home easy.
Write or call at once.
C. C. DEARBORN, The Saw Man.
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Zadokl·

Man aDd Wife.

Oxford County Patrons of Mandrj Mutual
Fire Insurance Company.
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Jeweler and Graduate

The Benefit of the Doubt

Noiinando,

Johnson

to

of an eirg and two squares of unsweetened chocolate. It Is not necessary to
grate the chocolate. Two heaping tablwpoonfuls of cocoa will do in place
of the chocolate. Stir this mixture all
together and put It on over a moderate
Stir It occasionally, especially
tire.
after It begins to boil. Boil ten minutes from the time when it flrst bolls
iqi hard. It will then hnve begun to
sugar around the edge of the saucepan.
Take It off the stove, add a scant half
teaspoonful of vanilla and stir briskly
for about two minutes; then pour it
out on the butteied plates. Be careful
not to stir it so long that it stiffens before it Is poured out nor so short a
time that it will not be creamy. Proper fudge Is never bard or brittle, but
will melt in the mouth.
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perpetual pleasure
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LOVERS OF MUSIC

We will grive you
at the same time.

$

Guatiti·,
McLain and Freeman

ses..

from our perfect pianos.
but admires them; no
interested in the price.

Knox

Gregg and Chaae,
ThlKeau

SMNkl

lOTM. Ml
In Mil

AT

Make Fudge.
Kutter two tin or agate pie plates.
Take a saucepan which will hold about
three quarts, l'ut in the saucepan before you put It on the stove three even
enps of granulated sugar, one cup of
sweet milk, a piece of butter the size

Right Way

State vsl

Li. P.'

will find

COCKT,

Ο BAUD JUST.

abtoluttb port *ed et
The iofredkat* of which Tnt't Blak k ceeyoitd «m
th« retell
th« hiskestQoollti. The eotnpotwdiflf b àooewttb iktgreatutcart,
beta* a itUiMi pfcafB«e«etieal pwpentJoa.
"
"Keeps yva and yoar children wtU.

Cut Flowers, Plants, Ferns

FREE

top plates.

BEFORE IUFUHI JUDICIAL

trustees.

When the govnamed the Monitor.
ernment had learned the Confederates
were building an ironclad naval experts at thp uortb had set secretly to
work in mad haste to construct a vesJohu Ericsson,
sel fit (o cope with It
a Swedish engineer, had designed the
She had been built at the
Moultor.
Brooklyn navy yard and sent south
under command of Captain J. S. Wor-

^

content.

above water. Bobbing about as It did. the cylinder offered practically uo mark for artillery. The "cheesebox on a raft" was

only part that

Horrified

Beat half a cup of butter to a cream;
gradually beat in a cup of sugar, add the
white of an egg, beaten dry, and half a
oup of boiling water, and mix thoroughly. Flavor with a teaspoonful of vanilla.
—Boaton Cooking School Magazine.
from

morn-

gasp of amazement us tbe re
bore down upon
Ibem ι be si run
gest vessel ever

baa been served.

Snap fasteners out
you don't think senae can be may be successfully
eh?"
a
into
child,
spanked
plackets of skirta.
"I certainly do not."
"So

Delivered at

M. DAY,

Pupil·

In

tbe

iug ot March 8.

BOUILLON, PARISIENNE.

string beans, creamed potatoes

1910

roe.

keep the

Cut fonr pounds of beef shin (bind
quarter) into small pieces. Remove thea
marrow from the bone and put it into
it
frying pan; when melted, brown inrest
of the meat. Pnt the bone and

vltb

lice cool summer coat.
Some people think squirrels have no
nrork, but tbey are mistaken. During
tutuinn we have to work very bard lu
father nuta enough to Inst through the
winter. 1 remember one day when I

Cotnrrr or oxford.
Cootttt TRRAJURER'· Omci,
Sooth Parla, Maine, Jan. κ, îîiu.
The-following Uat containing the aggregate
amount of ooeta allowed In each criminal case u
audited and allowed b? the Supreme Jodldat
Court and specifying the court or magtstme
that allowed the >ame and before whom the caaorlginated la pnbllahed In compliance with tb<
provlalona of Section 18 of Chapter 1S7 of tb«
RevUed Statute· of the State of Maine.

That wiHneoerdo. How are you
going to stand a busy day if your brain
What
m hampered by a weak body?
That
Elixir,
keeps
you need is True'S
stomach and digestion in perfect condition—gives zest to the appetite, sparkle Tine's
to the eye and steady nerves. For 60 years
Elixir has been taken by "ran down people and
has been found to restore lost appetite, relieve constiGood for
pation, biliousness, headache and nervousness.worms—the
to
Sure
expel
eterybody, young and old
best family remedy in the world. Get a bottle and use it

in
1 am a little squirrel. I was born
wood. I am
ι bole In a tree In tbe
am a
»lled a red squirrel because I
bat
ι
compared
1
think
brown.
vddlsb
In
men I am very fortunate, for

By Albert Paytoo Terhuoe
ROM tbe fleet ol
Ave Union menof-war riding in

What! Can't Cat?

Littlo Animal Told by
Itaolf.

In
Pinter my cout la very thick aud
have a
lumuier by shedding some 1

grapes, orange or pineapple pulp, the
also a little lemon juice, to bring out
flavor of the fruit as also to
bena"* balls from diacoloring.

a

rimac and Monitor.

nee

PERSON bringing the largest number
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs'
Variety Store, Norway, Saturday, March
5, 1910, at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King
Kineo Range, valued at $60.00, FREE. Ask
your friends to begin to save this advertisement for you.

Jf· History of

Our Country.

am a

—Ni»a B. Kamsdbl.

Free!

-

The Land of
Puzzledom.

STORY OF A SQUIRREL

...
9 19 06
GEORGE If. ATWOOD,
Treaaurer of Oxford County.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby give· notice that he
isa t«en duly appointed administrator of the
•Utt of

>

MILLER BUCK, lata of Backfleld,
tht County of Oxford, deceased, sad given
ondii aa the law directe.
AU persona baring
lemaada against the estate of aula deceased are
leelrod to present the same tor settlement, and
il Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
■sat ImmodlatelT
1
η

Jtt. 18,1910.
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CHAiLM H. FRUiCI.
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